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Introduction
This book is for anyone who wants to learn more about how CPA firms are inte
grating professional salespeople and telemarketers (sometimes referred to as
“sales professionals” in this book) into their business development efforts.
Managing partners, partners in charge of marketing, and marketing profession
als will find this book quite helpful, particularly if they have been trying to answer
such questions as the following:
• Are we the “right” kind of CPA firm to utilize a sales or telemarketing
professional?
• What should our sales professional do for us?
• What background should this person have?
• How do we recruit a sales professional?
• Will the sales professional “fit” in our culture, and are we prepared to adapt
to his or her presence?
• To whom should the sales professional report?
• What results should we expect?
• Is there a break-even analysis we can employ to determine whether our
professional sales program is paying for itself?
• How should we structure the salesperson’s compensation, and how much
should we expect to pay?
• Do we need to offer a career path?
To help you answer these and other questions, we have assembled fourteen indepth case studies (each profiling a CPA firm’s experience with sales professionals,
telemarketing professionals, or both), as well as the results of a national survey of
GPA firms. In each case study, we have attempted to provide you with that partic
ular firm’s “take” on each of the preceding questions.
It is important to note that these studies were not scientific, that is, they were
not based on a purely random selection of study participants. It therefore cannot
be assumed that the findings compiled form a statistically valid representation of
how many firms (or even what types) are involved in professional sales activity. In
fact, only those CPA firms that were thought to have had some experience with
employing sales professionals were approached by the author or by members of
the AICPA Management of an Accounting Practice (MAP) Committee for the case
studies and survey.
How were the case studies assembled? We began by approaching the firms’
managing partner, sales professional, or both and asking if they would be willing
to share their experiences. Through detailed questionnaires and one or more tele
phone interviews, conducted in the fall of 1994 into early 1995, the case studies
(which are found in chapters 1 through 14) were assembled. Those managing
partners and sales professionals who participated were given the opportunity to
xiii
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review the text of their case study and to make any corrections or amplifications
that they deemed were appropriate.
Even though it was always clear that the names of the firms profiled in this
book would not be disclosed, some managing partners and sales professionals
were still unwilling to divulge their firms’ actual results achieved as measured by
net new billings. In those cases, we have attempted, whenever possible, to esti
mate the billings generated. These estimates are clearly indicated as such.
An executive summary of the case studies—including the ideas, advice, and
suggestions of the participants—may be found in chapter 15. Appendix A contains
the results of a national survey of CPA firms that was administered by the AICPA
MAP Committee in the spring of 1994. Of the over five hundred firms that
received the survey package, ninety responded. Of those ninety firms, thirty-three
provided enough information to be included in the final analysis. The results of
the survey are included in this book as a way of offering a slightly larger statistical
base from which to draw conclusions about how to structure a professional sales
or telemarketing position in your own firm.
We hope that you will find this book to be a valuable resource, as well as a plat
form upon which you can base your own decisions about whether a professional
salesperson or telemarketer should be a part of your firm’s future.
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Background

The Firm

This firm was based in a large metropolitan area. Founded
in the mid-1970s, it had grown to include over a dozen part
ners, a little over one hundred employees in total, and mul
tiple office locations by the time of our case study. The firm
generated $8.3 million annually. The firm offered traditional
audit and taxation services, as well as management consult
ing services.
The firm’s managing partner was also its founder, and was
described by the salesperson profiled in this study as “the
best salesperson in the accounting industry.” Still, by the
mid-1980s the firm found itself with “excess service capaci
ty” but not enough in-house selling capability to fill it. In
other words, most of the firm’s partners and managers were
not equipped to win the new clients the firm wanted to
serve.
This situation prompted the managing partner to hire the
professional salesperson profiled in this study. The firm
would later hire two telemarketers to assist the salesperson,
and they are mentioned from time to time in this study.

The Salesperson

The salesperson held a bachelor’s degree in finance from a
prestigious local university. Prior to joining the firm, he
spent six months working at a bank, where he participated
in a sales-training program designed for loan officers. At the
time of the case study, he had a total of nine years of experi
ence in selling for CPA firms and had acquired a substantial
knowledge of telemarketing techniques and a moderate-tosubstantial knowledge of face-to-face selling techniques. He
described himself as empathic, animated, and gregarious.

How the
Salesperson
Was Recruited

When the managing partner made the decision to hire a
salesperson, he and the salesperson profiled in this case
study already knew each other socially. The managing part
ner approached him about taking this position, and he
agreed. No other candidates were considered.

The
Salesperson’s
Responsibilities

At the time of our study, the salesperson supported all the
partners in the firm and all disciplines. In fact, the salesper
son and the telemarketers were expected to deliver an equal
number of leads to all partners. Together, they delivered
between five hundred and seven hundred leads per year,
which translated into an average of thirty-eight to fifty-three
leads per partner each year.

4
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Here is a brief description of the salesperson’s work:
• Telemarketing. The salesperson was responsible for
developing information about qualified prospects and
for setting up appointments between prospects and
partners in the firm.
• Telemarketing supervision. The salesperson closely
supervised the work of the two telemarketers.
• Sales calls. The salesperson participated in most of the
firm’s sales calls, so that he could evaluate the sales
efforts and abilities of individual partners and offer
them guidance. However, he was not expected to play a
lead role in these sales calls.
• Proposal preparation. “If we have to go with a propos
al,” the salesperson said during his interview, “our
chances for winning the engagement drop to 50 per
cent. So we try to avoid having to write the proposal at
all, doing everything we can to make an impact apart
from the proposal.” Given this philosophy, the firm
tried to expend as little time and effort as possible on
the proposal document and, with the assistance of the
salesperson, developed a series of proposal formats (or
templates) to make the preparation of proposal docu
ments as efficient as possible.
• Proposal presentations and closing the sale. The
salesperson supported the partners in planning for the
oral presentation and in closing the sale.
The salesperson was also responsible for the firm’s market
ing activities and handled public relations, brochure devel
opment, seminars, and direct mail. He spent roughly 40 per
cent of his time in telemarketing and direct sales support,
and the balance in training and coaching partners and in
marketing.
Because the partners in this firm were responsible for
converting qualified prospects into clients, the firm invested
co n sid erab le reso u rc es in developing th e ir selling abilities.

In fact, the firm considered sales to be the most important
function of the partners, their staff, and other employees,
and all employees were trained in client relations
techniques.
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Even entry-level employees received a form of “basic
training,” which included the dos and don’ts of dealing with
clients, as well as how to act in specific types of encounters
with clients. Receptionists were trained to greet each visitor
to the office by name and to offer the visitor a beverage.
Partners and sales staff received more intensive training,
which included the full gamut of selling and marketing
skills.
How the
Salesperson
Was Perceived

The salesperson believed that he was perceived to be a high
ly integral part of the firm’s culture, and he had the manag
ing partner’s complete backing.

Reporting
Relationships

The salesperson reported directly to the firm’s managing
partner, and the telemarketers reported to the salesperson.
The salesperson conferred with the managing partner twice
a week, although after this much time, little oversight was
necessary. The salesperson met with each telemarketer
daily. Telemarketers received a formal performance review
every twelve months.

Guidelines
on Target
Clients

The firm had a clearly defined target client profile, and the
salesperson and telemarketers searched for prospects who
fit that profile. The firm also had client acceptance proce
dures.

6
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Benchmarks o f
Performance

The salesperson was expected to deliver a fixed number of
appointments each week. The rule of thumb was that he be
able to arrange one meeting between a prospective client
and a partner for every four hours of telemarketing. It was
also expected that 50 percent of all his leads would be suc
cessfully closed. Finally, the firm expected that the new
clients generated through this effort would yield $500,000 in
new billings.
The telemarketers, who had no other responsibilities,
were expected to produce eight face-to-face meetings per
week (with a 25-percent closure rate), and given the bench
marks currently in use, it was fairly easy to determine how
well the telemarketers were performing. However, it was
more difficult to quantify the salesperson’s contribution,
partly because he had a fairly extensive set of sales manage
ment and marketing responsibilities, and partly because he
could not directly control the outcome of the leads he had
generated for the firm. Therefore, much of his ultimate suc
cess hinged on the efforts and abilities of the partners for
whom he worked.

Compensation

The salesperson was a salaried employee and received no
bonuses or commissions. However, he received a salary
review each year, and his raises were tied to the previous
year’s results. At the time of the case study, he earned in
the high five to low six figures.
The full-time telemarketer received a base salary of
$31,000 and was expected to produce leads that generated
two new clients each month. The telemarketer also received
$25 for each new lead and $100 for each new client.
Assuming the telemarketer generated eight new leads per
week and there was a 50 percent closure rate, his or her
total compensation could reach $61,000.
The part-time telemarketer received an hourly wage of $8
and was paid a $25 commission for each appointment and a
$100 commission for each new client.

Break-Even
Analysis

Although the firm did not have a formal policy concerning
the volume of billings the salesperson was expected to deliv
er in order to break even, the salesperson mentioned, “As a
hunch, the ratio of gross billings I bring in should be about
three times my cost to the firm.” Since the salesperson con
sistently produced a little over $300,000 in new billings
each year and his cost to the firm was roughly $100,000, it
is probably safe to assume that the firm was breaking even
on the first year’s work.
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The salesperson cautioned that this type of analysis could
produce skewed results, since it did not allow for an assess
ment of the long-term value of the business the sales profes
sional brought in. “For instance,” he said, “a $50,000 audit
for a company with a May 31 year-end has far greater intrin
sic value than five $10,000 audits for companies with a cal
endar year-end.”
Career
Expectations
and
Opportunities

The salesperson did not expect to become a shareholder,
nor did he wish to. Both the managing partner and the
salesperson were happy with their current arrangement, and
the salesperson expected to stay with the firm for as long as
the partners could close on the leads he generated.

Salespeople
S upport S pecific
Industry N iches
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In this case study, we interviewed two salespeople working
for the same firm. Their “missions” were sufficiently differ
ent that we felt both interviews should be included in this
book. With the two salespeople’s permission, I will refer to
them as Vince and Veronica.
Background

The Firm

This firm was founded in the early 1940s and, at the time of
this case study, had multiple offices located in several adja
cent states. The firm offered a wide array of services—from
auditing, accounting, and taxation to human resources con
sulting, technology support, tactical and strategic planning,
and training. Although it served a variety of industries,
roughly one-third of this firm’s personnel were devoted to
the needs of a single market segment.
The firm’s decision to hire the salespeople profiled in this
study was prompted by separate factors at separate
moments in time. In 1989 a key metropolitan area in which
the firm did business was becoming highly competitive. The
desire just to stay abreast of these competitors virtually dic
tated the need for professional sales support, and the firm
eventually hired Veronica to fill this role. By this time, it
already had a full-time marketing professional who was pri
marily responsible for marketing com m unications.
Then, in 1992 the firm decided to recruit another sales
person (Vince) who could help the firm expand its key
industry practice into new geographic areas. Before Vince
came on board, the expansion effort had been made up of
seminars, mailings, personal networking, and word-of-mouth
referrals. Though the firm was getting fairly good results, the
partners and managers simply did not have enough time to
build relationships with prospective clients and, therefore,
to convert all the initial interest into new business.

The Salespeople

At the time of our study, Veronica was in her mid-thirties,
had an M.B.A., and was a self-described “type A” personali
ty. She worked full-time and had been with the firm for
almost six years. Prior to joining this firm, she had worked
for another national CPA firm as a marketing director for
the practice group that targeted the same key industry. She
had also worked for a nationally recognized consulting
firm—again, one that specialized in the key industry. She
was a senior manager at the time of the interview.

12
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Vince’s work experience spanned twenty-five years. He
had always worked in, or sold to, the key industry that this
CPA firm had targeted. His past work experience had fre
quently involved getting new marketing or sales programs
off the ground, which made him an ideal candidate for help
ing this firm expand into a new geographic area. Vince was
hired by the firm to work as an independent contractor. Six
months later, in 1993, he joined the firm as a full-time
employee. He was a manager at the time of the interview.
How the
Salespeople
Were Recruited

When Veronica was still at the other national CPA firm, she
would frequently run into this firm’s clients. She recalled,
“When I tried to woo them over to my firm, I couldn’t budge
them . . . they were so happy.” Veronica added, “I always
heard good things about this firm and its people, and that’s
the best testimonial you can have.” Gradually, Veronica
became intrigued. “I started asking questions about the
firm, just to collect competitive intelligence, and the more I
knew, the more I liked the firm.” She eventually met the
partners in charge of the firm’s industry services group, and
they proposed the idea of creating a position for a business
development professional like Veronica.
In her interview Veronica believed that her prior experi
ence with consulting to the key industry, as well as her high
level of interest in that industry, helped to make her a viable
candidate. “You have to know something about the industry
in order to market to it,” Veronica said, “but passionate
interest is also critical. If you don’t have the passion for the
industry you are selling to, it’s going to be really hard to
sell.”
Vince first approached the firm when he learned that it
had acquired, and was planning to market, a sophisticated
software program for the industry. He was retained as an
independent contractor to sell this product, but soon he was
asked to move into selling the firm’s mainstream services, as
described in the following section.

The
Salespeople’s
Responsibilities

Veronica’s primary responsibility was to identify and devel
op qualified leads in the firm’s key industry, as well as in
one of its other market segments. However, she did help
other industry groups when the opportunity arose. “If I run
into a good prospect from another industry,” Veronica said,
“I’m going to try and get that prospect.”

S alespeople S upport S pecific Industry N iches
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As to her role within the selling cycle, Veronica said that
she was, “the beginning of the sales cycle, the door opener.”
Here is how she used her time:
• Generating new leads and qualifying them. Veronica
used industry lists and her own extensive personal net
work to search for new leads and then to qualify them.
Once she had obtained the prospect’s permission to
present a proposal, she introduced the prospect to the
relevant partners and served as a liaison between them
and the prospective client.
• Supporting specific partners in generating new leads
and qualifying them. Veronica referred to this activity
as “indirect lead generation,” as opposed to “direct
lead generation,” described before. Here, her activities
included working to improve the recognizability of the
firm’s name, enhancing the firm’s reputation, demon
strating the firm’s commitment to the industry, and
creating new networking opportunities for the firm’s
partners.
• Managing the firm’s networking program. Veronica
developed, and was by now managing, a program that
helped colleagues identify the organizations and com
mittees in which they ought to have been involved.
Once the CPAs joined a specific organization, Veronica
also helped them to maximize their networking oppor
tunities. She also coached individuals on how to follow
up on leads and prospects.
• Marketing administration and professional develop
ment. Veronica oversaw her division’s mailing list and
managed direct mail efforts. She helped other data
base users to update their lists, and she encouraged
them to stay in contact with their prospects and refer
ral sources. She supported the marketing and strategy
development efforts of other industry groups. In the
area of professional development, Veronica invested
time in learning new business development tactics and
in monitoring industry trends and issues.
Veronica mentioned to us that she allocated approximately
half of her time to direct lead generation and one quarter of
her time to indirect lead generation. The balance of her
time was spent in managing the networking program for
professionals (20 percent) and in marketing administration
and professional development (5 percent).

14
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Vince’s primary responsibility was to identify and develop
new business leads in the firm’s key industry. His sales terri
tory consisted exclusively of new geographic areas for the
firm (that is, regions where the firm did not currently have
offices) and the firm was not attempting to develop clients
from other than the key industry.
Here is a review of how Vince worked:
• Identifying the best prospects in the targeted geo
graphic area. “Initially,” Vince recalled, “we went to
various industry publications to obtain directories of
prospects in our target area. We quickly identified
which prospects we wanted to pursue, using revenue
size as our principal criterion.” Vince then segmented
this list by geographic area and initiated a phased mar
keting campaign, which enabled him to move from one
county to the next—corresponding, scheduling meet
ings, holding meetings, and then moving on—in the
most time-efficient manner possible.
• Managing the direct mail program. Once leads had
been identified, Vince would begin his personal cam
paign with a direct mail piece followed by personal cor
respondence. The thrust of the direct mail piece was to
introduce the firm, announce its plans to expand into
the reader’s geographic area, note any current clients
who would be known to the prospect(s), and announce
that Vince would soon be calling to see if he could
arrange a meeting. The letter was always accompanied
by a checklist of the firm’s services (in lieu of a length
ier brochure).
In a second, more personalized letter, Vince directed
his correspondence to the chief executive officer and
stated when he would be visiting the CEO’s area.
Vince would close the letter by stating that he would
soon be calling to see if he could schedule a brief,
fifteen-minute appointment.
• Scheduling appointments with prospects. Five days

after sending out this second letter, Vince would call
the CEO’s secretary and try to schedule a meeting.
• Arranging meetings between prospects and a senior
partner. If Vince’s prospect was interested in learning
more about the firm, Vince would then arrange a meet
ing between the prospect and one of the firm’s senior
partners in the key industry group. Vince did not attend
the second meeting; by then, he had gone on to repeat
the previously described cycle in a new market area.
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Vince stressed to us that throughout this selling cycle, he
tried to emphasize the firm’s consulting capabilities. His goal
was not to threaten the existing CPA relationship. “We com
municate the idea that if there’s a good relationship, great.
. . . We’ll focus on our consulting capabilities.” He added,
“We never want the prospect to feel threatened by us.. . .
We want the prospect to feel we can help him, his business,
and the relationship he has with his board.”
How the
Salespeople
Were Perceived

When Veronica was hired, she was designated as a manager.
She had since been promoted to senior manager, and she
felt that she was viewed as having earned this title. “It’s just
a title to me,” Veronica mentioned. What was more
important to her was this: “I think that I am perceived as
someone who eats, lives, and breathes for this firm. . . . I am
perceived as the consummate networking, marketing
person.”

Reporting
Relationships

Veronica reported to the managing partner of her office. She
met with the managing partner once a week, or more often
if necessary. Veronica also relied heavily on E-mail memos
and informal conversations to keep her office’s managing
partner, as well as other partners, informed about her activi
ties, including the status of her active leads.
She said that overall, the need to report on the minutiae
of her activities had decreased over time. “I think that I
have earned their respect and trust,” Veronica told us. “It
used to be that I would tell them everything that I did. Now,
everyone who works with me realizes that I am doing exact
ly what they would be doing, if they could devote 100 per
cent of their time to business development.”
Vince reported to the partner in charge of the industry
group. He prepared a weekly report that was also circulated
to other partners and staff. The report briefly covered the
previous week’s efforts and results, as well as Vince’s plans
for upcoming weeks. The report also detailed the status of
each lead.
The firm employed a marketing director, who was located
in another office and was responsible for the firm’s market
ing communications activities. These included the prepara
tion and distribution of the firm’s brochures and newslet
ters, support for direct marketing campaigns, and support
for the firm’s participation in trade shows. The marketing
director reported directly to the managing partner of the
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firm, so there were no direct linkages between him and the
two salespeople profiled here. However, the marketing direc
tor did lend his department’s support to the two salespeople
on an as-needed basis.

Guidelines
on Target
Clients

According to Veronica, all her leads were evaluated by a
partner before she pursued them aggressively. Veronica said,
“After I meet with a prospect for the first time, I talk to his
or her lender, the attorneys, and my partners. Once I get
the green light from all these sources, I pursue them.”
Vince’s mission was fairly well defined, as was his target
client list. However, he was able to have direct access to any
partner if he needed information or guidance before he pur
sued a specific prospect. Furthermore, he was in contact
with partners daily, although he relied more on E-mail and
phone calls than on face-to-face meetings.

Benchmarks of
Performance

Unlike many of the salespeople profiled in this book,
Veronica was not expected to deliver a certain volume of
new business. Instead, she was evaluated for her ability to
bring in new business and to support the accomplishment
of the industry group’s goals. “I’m not on a commission sys
tem, so I have total freedom to allocate my time according
to the area of greatest opportunity,” Veronica told us. “I
think they (the partners) value me a lot, but I don’t think
that they can quantify my contribution. Selling is a syner
gistic process. . . . We all contribute to the goal, so it is diffi
cult to measure where one person’s efforts stop and anoth
er’s begin.” Still, on average, Veronica had been able to
bring in (through direct and indirect efforts) new billings
whose value exceeded her cost to the firm by a factor of at
least three.
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Like Veronica, Vince was not expected to deliver a fixed
amount of new sales. He urged other firms to avoid setting
unrealistic objectives for their salespeople. “If you hire a
good, seasoned person you can trust, and they have the
experience and ability you need, then you don’t have to
set a dollar-value target.” In fact, Vince added, “if I had
that kind of a benchmark here, I wouldn’t have the same
relationship with my partners that I do now.” His premise
was very simple: If you hire the right salesperson, that
individual will do all that is possible, so that setting a target
is redundant.
Compensation

As mentioned earlier, Veronica’s compensation was based on
a fixed salary plus profit sharing, which was computed as a
percentage of her salary. She said that “the reason I have
chosen not to pursue commissions is that I don’t want to
spend 50 percent of my time tracking my efforts and coordi
nating who is responsible for what. When there are commis
sions, you can quickly get into less of a team atmosphere.
It’s not always true, but my experience in observing others
who work that way is that it may blow up in their faces. In
addition, it is too hard to track, because others are also
actively developing leads.” Vince also received a base salary
and a bonus tied to the firm’s overall performance.
Both Veronica and Vince received the same benefits that
all managers received, and there was no cap on their total
compensation. All business expenses were reimbursed.

Break-Even
Analysis

Neither of these salespeople was expected to deliver a
“quota” of new business.

Career
Expectations
and
Opportunities

Both salespeople could pursue the opportunity to advance to
partnership, if they wished to do so.
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Background
The Firm

This firm was located in one of the largest metropolitan
areas on the West Coast. Founded in 1960, it had two
offices, ten partners, and a total of sixty-five members at the
time of our case study. In 1994 its gross revenues reached
$7 million. Providing the traditional array of auditing,
accounting, and tax services, the firm served a variety of
industries, including professional service firms (law, architecture, and engineering), the construction industry, automobile dealerships, manufacturers, distributors, and franchisers. Several of the firm’s partners also provided litigation
support services, including expert testimony.
Like many of the firms profiled in this book, this firm had
already been fairly sophisticated in its marketing efforts for
quite some time before it made the decision to take on a
salesperson. In fact, according to the firm’s managing partner, this firm was probably the first non-national accounting
firm in the United States to hire a marketing director.
“We hired a public relations firm in 1979, and our first marketing director in 1980,” the managing partner reported to us.
“So you can see that marketing has been a part of this firm
since 1979.” The managing partner said that since that year,
he had invested a considerable portion of his time trying to
get his partners and staff involved in marketing. Even so, he
said, the CPAs in his firm could not master the art of selling.
The reason for this, he believed, was that “the kind of people
who go into accounting are not the kind of people who wind
up being salespeople. They are just fundamentally different.”
To illustrate his point, the managing partner recounted
his decision in 1988 to have the CPAs in his firm undergo
sales training. Because he really wanted to know what the
partners were doing in the prospect’s office, he obtained
their permission to stage fake prospect meetings and to
record their “performances” with hidden video cameras.
Once this was accomplished, the group of partners watched
the tapes. It was a painful experience. “My partners made
me promise I would never show the tapes to anybody in the
world,” said the managing partner, “but that’s what generated our desire to learn.”
The partners then underwent extensive sales training but,
even so, produced less new business than was desired. This
could have been due in part to a poor local economy, which
featured little or no bank activity and few, if any, new business start-ups. In any event, it was at this time that the
partners began to consider hiring a sales professional.
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The salesperson profiled in this case study was hired in
July 1989 and left in October 1992. According to the man
aging partner, although the salesperson was skilled and very
aggressive, “shortly after he came to us, the local economy
really started to go sour and conditions became very diffi
cult. Our referrals started to dry up, and every accountant
out there was trying to sell just as aggressively as we were,
and they were all going after the same prospects. Under
these conditions,” the managing partner concluded, “finding
a competitive edge became really difficult.” In the final
analysis, the salesperson left the firm and moved out of the
area, to seek sales opportunities in a part of the country
that was experiencing real economic growth.
Even after this experience, however, the firm seemed to
be open to hiring another salesperson, although it had not
done so as of this writing.
The Salesperson

The salesperson joined the firm at age 38 and left at age 41.
He held a bachelor’s degree in business administration, with
a minor in accounting. He worked in private industry for
eight years, during which time he worked his way up to con
troller and vice-president of finance for a development cor
poration. In 1981 he started his own business, which he
sold in 1985. At that time, a local CPA acquaintance asked
him to generate leads for his firm. After eight months, the
salesperson doubled the CPA’s practice. The salesperson
then took a sales position with a large regional firm. He
worked there for one and one-half years before joining the
firm profiled in this case study.
While developing his selling and training skills, the sales
person participated in a variety of sales-training courses,
including those taught by Dale Carnegie, Tom Hopkins, Olan
Hendricks, and Lee Dubois. He also read J. Douglas
Edwards’s materials extensively. He believed that although
most of these training programs tended to target salespeople
selling large-ticket items like real estate, automobiles, and
office equipment, they had value for any CPA who was
interested in improving his or her selling skills.

How the
Salesperson
Was Recruited

According to the managing partner, the salesperson was
referred to him by a partner in another CPA firm. After an
initial interview with the managing partner, the firm made
him an offer.
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According to the managing partner, the salesperson’s mis
sion was to generate new business for the firm and to teach
the firm’s partners how to sell. The salesperson was expect
ed to sell for all disciplines and, at the same time, to “team
up” with partners who tended to be more successful in sell
ing situations. Here is a brief review of the salesperson’s
duties:
• Creating new leads for the firm. Through cold-calling
and by using his existing network of referral sources,
the salesperson identified new leads for the firm.
• Attending the first sales call. Once the salesperson
had identified a new prospect, he would arrange to go
out on the first sales call alone. “My job was to get to
the prospect first, to introduce the firm, and to explain
why it would be to the prospect’s advantage to consider
this firm,” the salesperson said in his interview. “I also
used this first visit to gather vital information about
the prospect’s business and about his or her needs,
concerns, and personality, so that I could then go back
to the office and identify the partner who would be
best suited to serving this prospect.” He added, “I
never tried to get a ‘close’ at this preliminary meeting.”
• Coaching the designated partner. Once he had
obtained the prospect’s agreement to schedule a follow
up meeting, the salesperson would then return to the
office, meet with the appropriate partner, and provide
him or her with pertinent information about the
prospect. The salesperson would also try to coach him
or her on the special needs and interests of the
prospect and on how best to “sell” to the prospect.
• Preparing a proposal document. If the firm deemed it
necessary to produce a proposal document, the sales
person would prepare the first draft and the partners
would draw up a fee estimate.
• Participating in the second sales call. On the second
sales call, the salesperson would accompany the part
ner. Together they would present a formal proposal and
try to bring the prospect to a close.
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CPA firms that decide that the salesperson should go out
on this second sales call should be aware of the risks, the
salesperson warned. He said it was critical that by the begin
ning of the second sales call, the salesperson “fade into the
background” and allow the CPA to forge a relationship with
the prospective client. “It’s critical that the salesperson not
become the focus of the relationship or of the sales meet
ing,” the salesperson said. “In fact, it’s his or her job to
‘bridge’ the relationship of the salesperson and the prospect
to that of the partner and the prospect. The client knows
that the salesperson is not the one who will do the work. It’s
the partner sitting next to him. So partners need to take
charge of this conversation and to have sufficient selling
skills to do so.”
In addition to his selling duties, the salesperson was
responsible for training the firm’s partners. This training
program focused on sales principles and role-playing, and
consisted of twenty-four three-hour meetings during the first
year of his employment with the firm. After that, the train
ing dropped to once a quarter. The salesperson was also
charged with guiding the initiatives of the firm’s marketing
director. “My role was to brainstorm with her and to provide
general guidance,” he told us.
The salesperson spent no more than ten to fifteen hours
in the office each week, and spent the balance of his time in
the field on sales calls. His goal was to schedule four
appointments each day, for an average of twenty-five
appointments a week. While in the office, he made cold
calls, scheduled appointments with referral sources, handled
sales-related paperwork, and carried out his training and
marketing responsibilities.
Overall, the salesperson estimated that he spent about
75-80 percent of his time on direct sales, 10-15 percent on
marketing, and 10 percent on training.
How the

Salesperson
Was Perceived

According to the managing partner, the salesperson was
very well received. “He did much more than selling. He was
trying to make what he had to work with better by training
and coaching the partners and managers.”
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Reporting
Relationships

The salesperson reported directly to the firm’s managing
partner and met with him at least once every two weeks.
The salesperson also issued a monthly sales activity report,
which detailed the contacts he had met, the total number of
appointments he had scheduled, the status of prospects, the
number of closes for the year to date, the amount of new
business generated for the year to date, and the cash col
lected on the closes.

Guidelines
on Target
Clients

While there were no specific guidelines for new clients, the
salesperson told us that he always presented the prospect’s
background to the managing partner, who would then advise
him on whether to proceed.

Benchmarks of
Performance

The firm’s expectations were that the salesperson should
generate at least $200,000 in new business each year. There
were no specific expectations relating to the number of cold
calls, face-to-face meetings, or new or closed proposals he
was supposed to generate in order to reach that goal.
The salesperson generated an average of five to ten meet
ings with prospects each month. The rate of conversion
from preliminary meetings with prospects to proposal
opportunities was roughly 50 percent. The rate of conver
sion from proposal opportunities to new clients was roughly
50 percent. This should translate to roughly fifteen new
clients each year. During the time he was with this firm, the
salesperson brought in new business of roughly
$85,000-$90,000 per year, for an estimated average billing
of $6,000 per new client.
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Compensation

The salesperson received a base salary of $65,000 plus com
mission. The commission structure was as follows: 10 per
cent for recurring work and 5 percent for nonrecurring
work, for all work in excess of three times his base salary
(3 X $65,000). There was no cap on total compensation.
The salesperson received the same employee benefits as
others working for the firm.

Break-Even
Analysis

The salesperson was required to generate three times his
base salary in order to “earn his keep” (that is, to cover his
base salary).

Career
Expectations
and
Opportunities

Although the sales professional would personally have wel
comed an offer of shareholder status, he cautioned to us
that being offered a chance for sharing in the ownership of a
firm was not a significant lure for most salespeople. “Sales
people on the whole are a fairly independent breed,” the
salesperson observed. “Part of the reason they choose sales
is because they want to set their own compensation and
enjoy the independence of controlling their own day, their
own destiny. If they believe that without having to take the
risks, they can make as much money as any CPA partner
can ever expect to make, they’re not likely to be interested
in being a shareholder.”

Salespeople

and

P artners T eam U p

to

P enetrate Industries
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Background

The Firm

This firm had three offices located in and around one of the
nation’s largest metropolitan areas. Founded in the late
1950s, the firm had sixteen partners, a total of one hundred
thirty-five employees, and generated roughly $9.5 million in
revenues at the time of our case study. Over the last few
years, the firm had been building up its industry niches, on
which it invested a greater degree of resources with respect
to marketing and sales than it did on its “generic” business.
When asked why he decided to hire professional sales
people, the managing partner of this firm replied, “I could
just see how the market was going. I conducted a client sat
isfaction survey, in which I interviewed thirty of our most
important clients, and all thirty of them reported having
been actively solicited by other CPA firms.”
His clients’ comfort with being solicited by other CPA firms
also influenced the managing partner’s decision. “These
clients expect to be solicited,” the managing partner said in
his interview. “They aren’t at all turned off by being solicit
ed. In fact, it is a positive for them.” So the managing part
ner decided that “if almost everyone else was taking an
aggressive approach to talking to our clients, and they were
just doing it with CPA partners and staff, then I was going to
counter their strategy by getting people who were even bet
ter.” In other words, he was going to hire professional sales
people.
Once the firm’s management group had discussed this
course of action and agreed to it, they invited in their first
sales candidate. According to the managing partner, the fact
that every member of the firm’s executive committee said,
“Hire him” was crucial to making the firm’s transition
toward a new model of business development an easy one.
The managing partner explained to us that since the man
agement group was behind this decision, “I had a good
nucleus of people who accepted this approach right off the
bat” and the other partners in the firm were willing to adopt
a “wait and see” attitude.
Even so, the managing partner mentioned that “there
were still a few doubters in the firm, even after six months.”
The real vote of confidence came when the local economy
began to sour. “When times got tough, nobody wanted to cut
back our budgeting in this area, because they could all see
that we were starting to have success, and that we were
benefiting financially.”
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The Salespeople

The firm hired its first salesperson in 1991. After about a
year and a half, he had proven himself to be effective, and
the firm concluded that it would benefit from hiring two
more salespeople to support other industry groups. From
then until the time of our study, the overall goal of the firm
had been to keep three full-time salespeople on board
(although there has been some turnover).
The firm’s decision to assign its salespeople to specific
industry groups was prompted by experience with this alter
native strategy. “At one point, we tried to have one of our
salespeople pursue prospects in a wide array of industries
and for a specific geographic area. That wasn’t nearly as
successful as the way we do it now, which is to have each
salesperson expend his or her energy on penetrating just
one industry.”
All the salespeople employed by this firm had prior sales
experience. Two of the three salespeople who were
employed by the firm at the time of our study were CPAs.
“Being a CPA is helpful,” said the managing partner, “but
not necessary. In fact, some experience with the target
industry is more likely to be useful, as it can speed up the
salesperson’s ability to make sales.” Whenever the firm
hired a salesperson with limited accounting knowledge, he
or she underwent an accelerated internal training program
that focused on accounting issues and skills that were perti
nent to the target industry.

How the
Salespeople
Were Recruited

One of the first salespeople to join the firm became instru
mental in helping the firm screen and hire subsequent sales
staff. “This individual had been responsible for hiring and
training the sales force of a large national real estate con
cern,” the managing partner told us. “He helped us to devel
op our hiring and screening process, evaluate candidates,
and pick the good ones. He was helpful in evaluating their
qualities. He knew the problems you can run into with a
salesperson and knew where some salespeople can go bad.
This was very helpful to us in evaluating candidates. We can
evaluate experience and personality, but he had a unique
vantage point: that of the sales manager.”
To get its candidates, the firm advertised in local dailies
and local business publications. The firm was also sought
out from time to time by salespeople who had been working
for other CPA firms. “Four or five candidates have come to
us, unsolicited, from other CPA firms when they realized
they were having a hard time competing against us,” the
managing partner reported.
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According to the managing partner, “The salespeople do all
The
the legwork, from developing the list of potential prospects
Salesperson’s
to getting us in the door. Once the salesperson has an initial
Responsibilities;
meeting with a prospect, he or she will then be joined by
the appropriate industry partner. Together, they will try to
close the deal.”
The salespeople were specifically responsible for:

• Developing leads. Through market research and per
sonal networking, the salespeople identified prospects
that fit the firm’s target client profile.
• Establishing rapport. Through cold calls and corre
spondence, the salespeople initiated the firm’s first
contact with a prospect and worked to establish rap
port through meetings.
• Introducing the appropriate CPAs. Once rapport was
established and there was an opportunity to make a
sale, the salespeople invited the appropriate CPA to
meet with the prospect.
• Supporting the preparation and presentations of pro
posals. The salespeople had primary responsibility for
preparing the proposal document. If there was an oral
presentation, they orchestrated it by leading—or shar
ing in the lead—during the meeting. The managing
partner credited his salespeople with helping the firm
improve the quality of their oral presentations. “I
would say the salespeople have had a major impact on
what we put together” the managing partner said.
• Final close. The managing partner felt that although
his salespeople generally got better over time and had
come to understand the scope of the firm’s services
fairly well, “a little knowledge is a dangerous thing. . . .
Our salespeople are not trained accountants. They
know the buzzwords and the industry, but they still are
not capable of doing most of the actual accounting
work.”
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The salespeople also acted as sales coaches and trainers
within the firm. “We’ve asked our salespeople to make pre
sentations to our partners because we don’t always know
how to close or we may say the wrong things” in sales meet
ings, the managing partner told us. The managing partner
continued that the salespeople were sometimes frustrated
by the CPAs’ inability or unwillingness to pursue a close.
“The salesperson is ready to have the prospect ‘sign on the
dotted line,’ and the partner will say, ‘Why don’t you let us
go back and prepare a proposal?’ ”
The salespeople also worked with the firm’s marketing
professionals and had some input on what they did. The
managing partner mentioned that he initially worried that
the marketing staff would not want the firm to take on pro
fessional salespeople. In fact, he said, their reaction was just
the opposite. “Now the marketing people feel that they can
be less inhibited about making suggestions,” because the
salespeople are probably going to back them up.
How the
Salespeople
Were Perceived

The salespeople were generally well received by the partners
and staff. “Our new people know from the start that market
ing and sales are important and that the firm’s growth is
critical to providing opportunities for advancement,” the
managing partner explained to us. “So,” he added, “they
appreciate anyone who can help make that happen.” The
bottom line, the managing partner said, was that “the sales
people are perceived as a necessary part of the team.”

Reporting
Relationships

Each salesperson reported directly to the partner in charge
of the industry for which he or she sold. The meetings took
place at least twice a week, sometimes daily. According to
the managing partner, the partner-in-charge and the sales
person worked together closely. Their meetings consisted of
discussions about current prospects, proposals in progress,
and what, if any, tools the salesperson needed to complete
the sale. “For instance,” the managing partner told us,
“w e’ve developed som e surveys th a t e a ch in d u stry group

uses, as well as booklets and newsletters. These meetings
give the salesperson the opportunity to provide feedback on
whether there are other resources he or she needs in order
to make a sale.” The managing partner also met with each
salesperson two to three times a year, to keep tabs on how
the salesperson was doing.
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Each year, there was a formal performance review, in
which the salesperson’s sales activities—as well as his or her
ability to coach, train, and motivate others to sell—were
evaluated.

Guidelines
on Target
Clients

When the firm hired its first salesperson, it did more than
simply explain the qualities of its target clients. “When we
got our first salesperson,” the managing partner told us, “we
didn’t let him do any sales calls for four months. We spent
that time developing a sales strategy and building up a
prospect data base. Once we were up to three salespeople,
we also had them meet each partner and spend time really
getting to know their practices, especially with respect to
how some of the firm’s products and services work. As a
group, the partners defined their action plan with respect to
sales and decided what they were going to say, and what
they wanted the salespeople to say, about the firm.” The
managing partner added, “We have a very good relationship
with our peers, and we didn’t want to destroy that.”

Benchmarks of
Performance

The firm’s benchmarks for performance were linked to the
volume of new business brought in by each salesperson. The
budgets varied with the industry being targeted. In market
segments in which the firm was already a well-established
player, the sales goals were higher, while in less mature mar
ket segments, the goals were lower. For instance, in a
mature industry, the goal might be $250,000 a year, while in
an industry being targeted for the first time, the first year’s
goal might be as low as $100,000.
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In addition to tracking the salesperson’s sales volume,
each industry group, under the direction of its partner-in
charge maintained statistics on the volume of contacts, the
volume of sales calls, the volume of proposals, and the suc
cess rates of the proposals. From time to time, the firm also
evaluated the type of work brought in by each salesperson.
Although the managing partner was quite optimistic about
the positive effect his salespeople had on the firm’s bottom
line, he cautioned other CPA firms that “it’s going to take at
least six months, and probably closer to twelve months,
before the salespeople can really start to make a significant
contribution as far as bringing in new work.”
Compensation

The salespeople received a base salary of between $25,000
and $30,000 a year. In addition, they received a commission
that was based on the first year’s fees. Nonrecurring work
earned a 10 percent commission, while recurring work
resulted in a 20 percent commission. The commission was
calculated on the first year’s fees, as outlined in the initial
engagement letter.
The salespeople took home as little as $40,000 and as
much as $80,000 to $100,000 per year, and there was no
cap on total compensation. Assuming that the average sales
person at this firm earned a total of $65,000 a year with a
base of $25,000, and that the work they brought in was pri
marily recurring work, it can be concluded that the sales
people brought in, on average, $200,000 a year.
The firm had a slightly different compensation system for
a salesperson’s first six months of employment: it compen
sated on the basis of efforts rather than results. After the
first six months, the salesperson was switched over to the
compensation system described previously.
The salespeople received the same benefits and perks as
did other salaried employees, and these included continuing
professional education. There was an opportunity to
advance to shareholder status, although the managing part
ner felt that most salespeople didn’t view this opportunity
with the same enthusiasm as CPAs. “Most salespeople would
rather be compensated along the same lines that they
already are. In other words, they would like to see their
advancement within the firm tied to higher compensation
levels rather than to the opportunity to share in the owner
ship of the firm.”
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Break-Even
Analysis

At the time of our study, the firm had not made a formal
comparison of the amount of new business the salesperson
should bring in versus his or her cost to the firm, but it did
keep track of payroll, commissions, benefits, and expenses
and compare them periodically with the sales volume that
was generated. “It is hard to fine-tune the true cost of the
sales effort, since you have to factor in such things as part
ner training and time, as well as marketing support,” the
managing partner told us.
Still, the managing partner’s assessment was that the eco
nomics of this model were far superior to the economics of
acquiring and merging with another CPA’s practice. “If we
were going out to acquire this business by buying a practice,
we think we would have to pay significantly more,”
observed the managing partner.

Career
Expectations
and
Opportunities

According to the managing partner, the sales professionals
in his firm generally did not exhibit an interest in becoming
partner or owner. “From a practical standpoint,” said the
managing partner, “most sales professionals like to sell, are
turned on by making sales . . . and by improving their
income stream.”

R egulatory R estrictions
and T o o

M uch A utonomy

C ause D isappointment
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The salesperson who is profiled in this study was hired in
December 1991 and terminated in September 1993. The
history of this salesperson’s initial successes and subsequent
disappointments is reviewed in this case study.
Background

The Firm

This firm was located in one of the Southwest’s leading met
ropolitan areas. Founded in the early 1950s, the one-office
firm had seventeen partners, had a total of eighty-five
employees, and grossed roughly $6.5 million in 1994. The
largest non-national firm in its market area, it offered all the
traditional accounting firm services (auditing, accounting,
and taxation), along with such consulting capabilities as
financial planning, computer installations, employee bene
fits planning, and litigation support. Although it served a
wide array of businesses, the firm focused on the needs of
the real estate, manufacturing, retail, construction, and pro
fessional service industries.
The firm made the decision to hire a salesperson before
direct solicitation was permissible. Because the firm was
anxious to operate within both the spirit and the letter of
prevailing state regulations, the salesperson’s role was some
what circumscribed. “We could permit the salesperson only
to contact his existing network of referral sources,” the
managing partner said during our interview. “He was also
allowed to join several organizations where contacts could
be made, but he had to do everything within the confines of
not being able to openly solicit.” This meant that the sales
person could not do any cold-calling or go out on sales calls,
unless he was specifically invited to do so.
Still, the firm felt that it could benefit from hiring a sales
person, because he or she would be able to bridge the gap
between what had to happen and what this firm’s CPAs were
comfortable with. “CPAs do know how to close, but they
just are not comfortable with going out and mixing around,
saying what they do, and asking for a referral,” the manag
ing partner told us. “If we had someone who could get an
introduction, help us with the background research, and
team up with the partners on the sales calls, then the part
ner would be able to close on the lead.”
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The Salesperson

The salesperson was in his mid-thirties when he worked for
this firm, and held the title of “lead generator.” Prior to join
ing the firm, he worked for a company that managed assetrecovery searches for people involved in bankruptcy and
divorce. He had a number of contacts among bankers, attor
neys, and insurance companies. He was also experienced
with sales.

How the
Salesperson
Was Recruited

The firm placed advertisements in local dailies and business
publications and then interviewed the leading candidates.

The
Salesperson’s
Responsibilities

The salesperson was charged with the task of developing
leads and supporting the selling initiatives of all the firm’s
partners. However, he ended up doing more work for some
than for others. The managing partner believed that this was
partly due to the fact that the firm had so many partners. It
was also due, the managing partner told us, to the fact that
some partners simply did not work well with the salesper
son. “The salesperson had a problem with partners who
constantly changed the time of the sales call appointment or
who did not follow through,” the managing partner said.
Ultimately “he gravitated toward those partners who were
more devoted to, and effective in, the sales process.”
Here is how the salesperson used his time:
• Contacting referral sources and asking for referrals.
The salesperson accomplished this objective through
telephone calls and by attending networking functions.
• Sending literature about the firm to prospects. Once
the salesperson obtained a referral, he would prepare
and mail materials about the firm to the prospect.
• Scheduling appointments. The salesperson would then
follow up and schedule an appointment.
• Participating in sales calls. The salesperson would
always attend the first sales call, along with at least
one CPA from the firm.
• Participating in local events. As part of his effort to
expand the firm’s network of referral sources, the
salesperson participated in the meetings and events
of local civic groups and charitable organizations
and joined referral sources and prospects in golfing
and other activities.

R egulatory R estrictions and Too M uch A utonomy C ause D isappointment
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How the
Salesperson
Was Perceived

“I would say he was fairly well accepted,” the managing
partner said. “The only problems I can recall were with
some of the more senior partners. And sometimes there
were conflicts over who had generated a lead.” The manag
ing partner cited this scenario: “A partner might have sever
al contacts in a bank and might obtain a referral. The sales
person has several other contacts in that bank and is given
the same lead. Question: Who should get the credit for that
lead?”

Reporting
Relationships

The salesperson reported to the firm’s marketing director,
who in turn reported to the partner in charge of the firm’s
consulting practice (not the managing partner). The market
ing director was expected to prepare a monthly written
report detailing the salesperson’s efforts and achievements.
The salesperson was expected to meet with the marketing
director on a regular basis to report on his activities, but
after a while, “time constraints may have altered this ideal,”
the managing partner said, with the result that the salesper
son’s daily efforts were not closely supervised.
The year-end performance reviews centered on an analy
sis of the number of contacts the salesperson had with his
referral sources, the number of viable leads these contacts
generated, the dollar value of the new business generated
from those leads, and the closure rate (i.e., what percentage
of leads was converted to new clients). The firm also ana
lyzed why individual leads were won or lost.

Guidelines
on Target
Clients

The firm did not have concrete guidelines on target clients,
in large part because the salesperson was specifically prohib
ited from direct solicitation.
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Benchmarks of
Performance

The salesperson was expected to deliver between sixty and
seventy qualified leads each year and to generate $70,000 in
new business in his first year and $100,000 in new business
in his second.
During his first year with the firm, the salesperson was
fairly successful. However, in the second year, he did not do
so well. “He lost focus,” said the managing partner. The
causes for the salesperson’s loss of focus were not complete
ly clear, the managing partner told us, but “I think in hind
sight that there is some danger in giving someone the free
dom to go out and sell your firm,” in the way he or she
thinks is best unless that person is highly motivated, persis
tent, and dedicated.

Compensation

The salesperson’s base salary was in the low $30,000’s. He
received a 10 percent commission on all fees collected in
the first year, and a 5 percent commission on fees collected
in the second year.

Break-Even
Analysis

To determine the salesperson’s contribution to net profit,
the firm compared the profit derived from his engagements
with his direct expenses (salary and benefits). “He did cover
his costs,” said the managing partner. “The model worked,
in spite of all the restrictions on direct solicitation. . . .
Unfortunately,” the managing partner added, “the salesper
son did not.”

Career
Expectations
and
Opportunities

As for opportunities for advancement, it was not legal to
offer the salesperson a share of ownership in the firm at the
time in which he was employed by it. However, the firm did
offer the salesperson the opportunity to increase both his
base salary and the terms of the commission structure
should his performance consistently improve.

Why the
Salesperson Left

The decision to terminate the salesperson was made shortly
after the end of his second full year with the firm. His pro
ductivity had declined sharply, and it had become apparent
to the managing partner that although the idea of employing
a salesperson still held value, this particular individual was
no longer suited to the job.
In spite of this disappointing first attempt, the managing
partner still believed at the time of our interview that
employing a salesperson had merit and could more than pay
for itself. The partner group was open to the idea of hiring
another salesperson, but it had not done so yet.

S easoned M arketing
D irector B ecomes
S ensational Salesperson
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Background

The Firm

This firm was located in a fairly large city in the Northeast.
It had opened its doors about a dozen years before the time
of our case study, and currently had four partners, a total of
thirty-five staff members, and annual billings of $2.3 million.
The traditional practice areas (taxation, auditing, and
accounting) were complemented by management advisory
services (MAS), which included information management,
business valuations, litigation support, financial planning,
and estate planning. The firm served the manufacturing,
real estate, construction, and services industries.
The firm hired its first marketing director in 1989 (she
was later to become the professional salesperson profiled in
this case study). As a marketing director, she designed and
implemented the firm’s marketing programs.
While she was still the marketing director, the salesperson
initiated the firm’s debate about whether to have a full-time
salesperson. She felt that the firm would benefit from having
someone who had the time, talent, and resources to think
strategically in various selling situations. She also felt that a
full-time salesperson could help the firm to become an even
stronger player in its marketplace.
According to the firm’s managing partner, the decision to
hire a full-time professional salesperson was also driven by
the firm’s desire to maintain a certain level of consistency in
its sales efforts. “Our profession is cyclical,” the managing
partner observed in our interview, “so CPAs tend to shift
from production to sales and back again, depending on the
amount of client work available.” The firm also wanted to
improve its realization rate on sales opportunities. Having a
trained salesperson, the partners felt, would help them to
accomplish both these goals.

The Salesperson

At the time of our study, the salesperson was age thirty-six.
She had been with the firm since 1987, first as an adminis
trator and then as the firm’s marketing director. She
switched to a full-time sales position in mid-1992.
Prior to joining the firm, she worked as an administrator
in a midsized law firm, where she managed human
resources, finance, facilities, and general administration.
The salesperson felt that this background in accounting and
law was a real benefit to her, because she was already very
familiar with the politics of decision making.
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She was currently working toward a bachelor’s degree in
marketing and communications, largely because obtaining
an undergraduate degree was a prerequisite for attaining
principal/partner status in her firm.
The
Salesperson’s
Responsibilities

During the period profiled in this study, the salesperson
worked in sales on a full-time basis. She sold across the
board, promoting all the firm’s services to all potential
clients, and she believed that it was essential that a sales
person be poised to sell a firm’s full spectrum of capabilities.
“When you’re only selling a specific service, you’re only
dealing with that one piece of the customer. You are not
treating him or her as a whole. Many times, when clients
come into a firm they are sliced into pieces: tax, audit, MAS.
Nobody ever sees to it that the client is cared for from
beginning to end.” In these circumstances, she contended,
CPA firms failed to meet clients’ expectations and then
experienced the loss of clients.
The salesperson’s role in the selling cycle was as follows:
• Creating new leads and referral sources for the firm.
The salesperson used cold-calling and networking with
current clients and referral sources to identify prospec
tive clients.
• Scheduling and participating in sales calls. The sales
person scheduled meetings with company owners and
attended the initial meeting alone. “People hire peo
ple,” the salesperson told us. “You have to start by
building rapport and trust with the owner. You have to
get into the owner’s head and find out what his or her
real issues are. Then and only then can you help them.
And the owner’s issues aren’t accounting and tax. They
are things like succession planning and improving the
sales force.” She added, “If you send out a team of pro
fessionals, the owner—who may not have a financial
background—could counter by bringing in his or her
CFO, so he or she won’t have to worry about whether
he or she can field an accounting or tax-related ques
tion. With six people in the room, nobody can get to
the nitty-gritty.”
• Assembling the sales and service team. After her first
fact-finding meeting with the owner, the salesperson
decided which partners and staff would be on the sales
and service team. The salesperson then met with the
team and distributed information about the prospec
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tive client. The team then identified issues, solutions,
and benefits. Next, the team assembled the basic com
ponents of the proposal, including fee estimates, and
the salesperson managed the final assembly of the doc
uments. It was the ultimate responsibility of the sales
person to develop a strategy for selling.
• Presenting the proposal to the prospective client. The
salesperson attended this meeting and led the presen
tation. All the team members present also spoke on
specific issues. The salesperson then closed the meet
ing and asked the prospective client for the work.
• Liaison with the owner and key decision makers. The
salesperson never lost contact with the prospect, both
during the sales process and after the prospect became
a client of the firm. “I don’t ever do ‘bait and switch,’ ”
she said. “People hire people. So the clients whom I
bring into the firm are buying me.” She also monitored
the client to identify the need for additional services,
and she was responsible for quality-assurance and fee
issues.
The salesperson routinely went out on about four appoint
ments each day and issued about ten proposals each month.
From the roughly one hundred and twenty proposals the
firm issued each year, the firm obtained about sixty new
clients. Therefore, the ratio of sales calls to clients was 17:1
and the ratio of proposal opportunities to clients was 2:1.
How the
Salesperson
Was Perceived

From the beginning, the majority of the firm’s partners rec
ognized that having a full-time sales professional would be a
good idea. But, the salesperson conceded to us, “not every
body felt that way.” And some members of the firm voiced
support of the program when, in fact, they were not entirely
convinced. She mentioned that it took her about one year
to produce the kinds of results that persuaded the more
doubtful CPAs that she was making a valuable contribution.
The salesperson also believed that clients’ acceptance of her
role helped to reduce internal resistance. And, although the
salesperson’s assumption of chief responsibility for selling
had probably been a relief for many, some partners and
managers were not pleased to delegate this task to the sales
person, because they enjoyed selling and leading their own
selling efforts.
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The salesperson reported directly to the firm’s managing
partner and met with him once a week. Together the sales
person and the managing partner reviewed her recent
efforts, discussed how things were working, solved problems,
and reviewed the need for internal changes and for training.
The salesperson also circulated a weekly sales report to all
partners and managers. This report covered the status of all
calls made in the last week, as well as appointments, pro
posals in progress, and sales.
The salesperson received a formal performance review
each year, and its scope was comparable to that used for
evaluating managers. Although annual performance reviews
were important, the salesperson believed that her weekly
meetings with the firm’s managing partner were far more
valuable. Together the managing partner and the salesper
son could ensure that she was staying on track and that oth
ers within the firm were trained and ready to support her
efforts.
It should be noted that after the salesperson relinquished
her role as marketing director, the firm did not hire some
one to fill it. Instead, one of the firm’s partners was asked to
assume responsibility for directing the firm’s marketing
efforts, which were now geared almost exclusively toward
client service and retention.
The salesperson and the marketing partner shared vital
information. “As the marketing partner gathers information
about the needs of our clients, he can work to improve our
level of service. And when I get information from prospects
about their needs, we can determine whether our staff has—
or should have—the necessary expertise,” the salesperson
explained.
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Guidelines
on Target
Clients

By the time of our study, the firm had defined the ideal
characteristics of its target clients. The firm’s criteria cov
ered such demographic features as the number and type of
the accounting services purchased, the total revenue size,
the total number of employees, the potential for growth, the
type of ownership, and geographic location. The firm
reviewed and refined its client criteria and guidelines each
year. Once the criteria had been confirmed, the firm used
the criteria to purchase commercial mailing lists, and to
identify prospects.

Benchmarks of
Performance

The salesperson told us that her evaluations were initially
based on the number of new clients she was able to obtain.
However, the partners and the salesperson quickly realized
that this approach would not be practical. “When you are
targeting ‘cold leads,’ it can take anywhere from one year to
eighteen months to close a sale,” the salesperson said.
“Prospects need time to build trust and rapport with us, and
that doesn’t happen overnight.”
Although the transition was not yet complete at the time
of the study, it was likely that the firm would move toward a
benchmarking system that would incorporate the following
performance variables:
• Number of contacts with prospects
• Number of appointments resulting from those contacts
• Number of proposal opportunities resulting from
appointments
• Number of closes resulting from proposals
• Retention of clients
• Networking activities
Eventually, she added, monthly standards for volume
would also be set. The salesperson’s compensation would be
linked to her ability to reach or exceed these benchmarks.
The managing partner cautioned to others attempting to
develop a benchmarking system that, in the final analysis, a
salesperson does not succeed or fail in a vacuum. His or her
ab ility to deliver re su lts will alw ays be lin k ed to th e p e rfo r

mance and abilities of CPAs within the firm.
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Compensation

The salesperson reported to us that her total compensation
was between $50,000 and $75,000 and that she was moder
ately satisfied with that amount. “We’ve talked about a baseplus-commission compensation system,” the salesperson
said, “but when you aren’t totally in control of the sales
process, commissions don’t work.” The two variables not in
the salesperson’s control were (1) the actions and decisions
of the service team and (2) the pricing and cost of the ser
vices delivered. The salesperson did not think that commis
sions were beneficial in the final analysis, because they did
not reward team effort, and she affirmed that this selling
process was a team effort.
The salesperson received all the routine employee bene
fits, and her salary was sufficient to enable her to partic
ipate in local clubs, where she could meet with prospective
clients and with referral sources. She was also provided with
a car phone and usually took at least forty hours of salesrelated continuing professional education each year.

Break-Even
Analysis

The firm had currently set an annual new-business develop
ment goal of between $500,000 and $800,000. The firm
needed to generate $80,000 in new business to break even
on the costs associated with having a full-time salesperson.

Career
Expectations
and
Opportunities

The salesperson was strongly committed to her firm and
expected to stay with it for some time. “I really want to put
them on the map,” she said, “and demonstrate that this
[using a professional salesperson] works. If we can be suc
cessful and continue to be successful, then I will want to
share in that success.”
In contrast to many of the salespeople profiled in this
book, this salesperson was interested in becoming a princi
pal in her firm and believed that such an opportunity
existed.

Salesperson S ells
L ead S ervices:
H igh -E nd C onsulting
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Background
The Firm

This firm ranked among the national firms and, as such,
provided a full array of tax, auditing, accounting, and man
agement advisory services. Like most national firms, it con
ferred a considerable amount of autonomy to local offices,
particularly in decisions relating to marketing and sales.
Therefore, the following comments relate to the office that
participated in this study.
The office was located in one of the nation’s larger metro
politan areas. In 1994 its fifteen partners and over one hun
dred staff members generated roughly $15 million in rev
enues. The firm derived 70 percent of its fee volume from
the services it provided to publicly traded companies, many
of which were in the fields of high technology, manufactur
ing, and real estate.
As for the office’s position with respect to marketing in
general, the salesperson said in his interview that, “at the
local level, we probably had marketing because everyone
else did—and not much of it. In fact, we were probably one
of the last offices [in the firm] to think we had a real need
for sales and marketing. One of the root causes of this reluc
tance was that most of the partners felt they were the only
ones who should sell the firm.”
Experience with professional salespeople motivated the
partners’ approval of employing one. “What has happened
recently is that a lot of partners see that salespeople can
probably sell better than they can,” the salesperson told us,
“and a salesperson can bring them opportunities that they
might otherwise not have seen.” He added, “That doesn’t
mean that I can sell it all by myself, but [I can do] the work
needed to produce a clearly qualified lead,” at which point,
it made good practical and economic sense to introduce the
right GPA.
The salesperson also believed that the CPAs had come to
accept the use of professional salespeople because economic
conditions had become more difficult and business had
become more competitive. “In the last couple of years,” the
salesperson told us, “fees in general have come down, and
p eople a re w orking h a rd e r to keep w h a t th e y ’ve got. CPAs,
who used to have time for business development, now have
to spend that time keeping existing clients happy.”
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This salesperson was in his thirties at the time of the study.
He held an accounting degree from a prestigious university.
While in college, he planned to become a CPA. After gradu
ating, he worked as a CPA-track professional for four years.
He then went into sales, first in the product arena and then
in the service sector. He worked in that discipline for five
years before joining his current employer in early 1994.
Asked to describe the ideal personality of a salesperson,
he quipped, “If you take the accounting type of personality,
then turn it around 180 degrees, you’ve got the right person
ality for selling this stuff.” He added, however, that it had
been a tremendous benefit for him to have had an account
ing background.
The salesperson was recruited by a local headhunter.

The salesperson’s title was director of business development.
He was the only salesperson in his office and was expected
to support every partner and area of practice in the office.
However, he was encouraged to focus on selling a cluster of
lead consulting services.
The salesperson’s responsibilities included—
• Creating new leads. This was achieved through cold
calling and networking.
• Gathering information on prospects. Since most of his
prospects were public companies, the salesperson used
company-issued public information (such as 10-Ks,
10-Qs, and annual reports) to develop a profile.
• Scheduling and participating in the initial sales call.
The salesperson usually decided whom to take with
him on a sales call. He felt that it was his job to do the
matchmaking. “No one knows better than the salesper
son what has been discussed, what the [prospective]
c o m p a n y is all ab o u t, a n d w h a t th e ir n e e d s m ig h t b e ,”

the salesperson mentioned to us. “To have one of the
practitioners, who doesn’t have that knowledge, make
the decision is stupid.”
• Participating in subsequent sales calls. In this firm,
the average selling cycle called for four sales calls, and
the salesperson was almost always involved in the sell
ing effort up to the time when all but contract negotia
tions were completed.
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• Follow-up. This usually involved writing follow-up let
ters to the prospective client, as well as administration
of the sales calls, which included publishing a sales sta
tus report on a periodic basis.
In general, the salesperson spent roughly one-fourth of his
time on cold-calling, one-fourth on sales calls, about 30 per
cent on gathering information on prospects and following-up
with prospects, and the balance on general administration.
On average, the salesperson made five sales calls per
week. Although this volume is lower than that found in
other case studies in this book, it should be noted that this
salesperson was targeting very large accounts. The salesper
son had no responsibility for marketing and marketing
administration, since there was a full-time marketing profes
sional in his office.
How the
Salesperson
Was Perceived

The salesperson was perceived as having a unique and valu
able set of skills. Though he was not considered to be on the
same par as the CPA partners in his office, he was viewed as
something akin to a higher-end manager.

Reporting
Relationships

The salesperson reported to the office managing partner.
The salesperson said that this reporting relationship was
informal at best and that meetings were rather infrequent.
“We have a lunch meeting occasionally. But the bottom line
is, he doesn’t understand what I do, so why should he be
looking over my shoulder?”
Although the salesperson had few face-to-face meetings
with his supervisor, he did issue a weekly sales status
report, which contained a detailed analysis of the phone
calls and appointments completed in the past week. He also
produced a quarterly report, which described the status of
all pending and closed opportunities.
There was a marketing professional in the salesperson’s
office, but there was no formal policy on how the salesper
son and the marketing professional were supposed to inter
act, and the marketing professional reported directly to a
national partner. The salesperson mentioned that he and
the marketing professional tried to share information and
help each other. “It’s the way it ought to be,” the salesper
son said. “Sales has terrific information for marketing, and
marketing helps sales. We work to keep communications
open.”
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O ffice M anaging
P artner

S alesperson

Guidelines
on Target
Clients

Though the salesperson was not working from a pre
approved list of leads, he said that he “knows what the firm
is looking for.” He added that from a policy perspective, pro
fessional salespeople working in accounting firms should get
strong direction from management about what kind of busi
ness to pursue, and must have the self-discipline to pass by
those opportunities that would not be good for their firm.

Benchmarks of
Performance

According to the salesperson, the firm’s principal bench
mark was his ability to bring in business. “My goal is to
clear at least $500,000 each year,” the salesperson told us.
“At $500,000, I know I’ve covered overhead and expenses
and have pleased the partners in my office.” He added, how
ever, that $1 million a year was his personal goal.
Although these numbers would be unreasonably high for
even a large local firm, the salesperson said, “Remember,
I’m selling large-scale consulting services, in which the aver
age fee is well in excess of the local accounting firm average
of $10,000 to $20,000 for an audit engagement.”

Compensation

The salesperson received a base salary plus a 10 percent
commission that was tied to net fees billed and collected.
There was no cap on total compensation.
The salesperson also participated in the office’s bonus
pool, which was based on office profits. He also received the
same benefits and perks that all other nonpartner employ
ees received. Although the salesperson would not disclose
exact figures, he did acknowledge that his total compensa
tion was in the area of $100,000 to $150,000.

Career
Expectations
and
Opportunities

When asked about the opportunity to advance to principal
status, the salesperson summed up the sentiments of most
of the salespeople who participated in this study. “I don’t
know yet. . . . It’s too early to tell, but I’m not really
interested.”

A CPA-T urned
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Background

The Firm

This firm was located in a major metropolitan area, a hub of
business in the Midwest. Founded in the 1960s, the firm had
one office, twenty partners, and ninety professionals at the
time of this case study. In the previous year, the firm’s rev
enues reached $14 million.
The firm offered both traditional accounting services and
more cutting-edge consulting services, and served clients
representing a wide array of industries, including health
care, real estate, manufacturing, construction, and nonprofit
activities.
The firm’s marketing and sales efforts originated in 1986,
when the first director of marketing was hired. A few
months later, one of the firm’s senior auditors (who would
later become the salesperson profiled in this case study)
proposed that he be allowed to support the firm’s marketing
efforts by selling the firm’s services.
The firm was receptive to this idea. Its culture, even at
the time, was highly entrepreneurial, and the firm wanted to
grow. Management also recognized that hiring a salesperson
who was a CPA with seven year’s experience in public prac
tice and who had already demonstrated his ability to bring
in new accounts represented the best of both worlds.

The Salesperson

The salesperson was thirty-seven years old, held a bache
lor’s degree in accounting, and was a CPA. He had lived and
worked in the firm’s market area for quite some time—
another advantage. Prior to becoming the firm’s salesperson,
he had reached the level of senior auditor. Although he had
not received extensive formal training in sales before he
assumed his current position, the salesperson had done
some work in sales and telemarketing during his college
years. To maintain his professional edge now, he participat
ed in the sales-training programs that the firm offered to
partners and senior staff.

How the
Salesperson
Was Recruited

The salesperson made the decision to approach the firm’s
management about making the switch from providing
accounting services to acting as the firm’s salesperson. No
other candidates were considered.
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The salesperson’s title was director of business development.
He supported all practice areas within the firm. His respon
sibilities included—
• Creating new leads and referral sources for the firm.
The salesperson was responsible for generating his own
leads, and he did so through telemarketing and sales
calls to qualified prospects.
• Meeting with prospects. Though the salesperson led
the initiative in setting up these meetings, he told us in
his interview that he typically brought a partner with
relevant industry experience along with him. “It is the
firm’s policy,” the salesperson said, “to go out on these
calls as a twosome.”
The salesperson did not choose which partner or
senior manager accompanied him on the sales call.
Instead, the lead or proposal opportunity was referred
to a “lead central committee,” which was made up of
three partners. In fact, any professional member of the
firm who obtained a lead, whether a salesperson or
another of the firm’s CPAs, consulted with this com
mittee, and the group decided which two professionals
should go out on the sales call. The selection of the
CPA or CPAs was based in part on the prospect’s tech
nical needs and in part on the CPA’s personality type.
• Preparing and presenting proposals. Once the sales
person had met with a prospect, he was responsible for
preparing the proposal and shared in the job of pre
senting it. As a rule, he reported to us, he started off
the proposal-presentation meeting and then had others
discuss the specifics of taxation and accounting as they
pertained to this prospect. In other words, the sales
person “gently orchestrated” the presentation.
• Closing on new business opportunities. Although clos
ing on new business opportunities was viewed as a
team effort, the salesperson led this phase both during
the proposal-presentation meeting and in any subse
quent encounters with the prospect.
• Ongoing client relations. Once a new client was
brought on board, the salesperson maintained close
contact with that client, and for some clients—particu
larly those with whom he had established a long-term
relationship prior to that prospect’s decision to retain
the firm—he was responsible for quality assurance.
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In addition to his sales responsibilities, the salesperson
was a member of the firm’s marketing committee and acted
as a marketing mentor to the entry-level professional staff.
He also helped other professionals with the leads and pro
posals that they had developed.
In general, the salesperson spent about 70 percent of his
time on sales. In any given day, he might spend half of his
time telemarketing and networking, going out on one or two
sales calls, and preparing proposals. He might spend the
other half of the day on following up, preparing letters, and
making cold calls.
The firm also has a marketing director, and according to
the salesperson, their two roles were essentially
autonomous, although they did support one another.
How the
Salesperson
Was Perceived

The salesperson believed that he was well received in his
new role by others within his firm. Because he had been a
practicing CPA first, he went into the sales position having
already earned the respect of his peers.
According to the firm’s marketing director, the salesper
son was well respected for his sales role and capabilities. He
was highly regarded as a “company man” who had been
employed by his firm for a long time, and was committed to
the firm and its continued success.

Reporting
Relationships

The salesperson reported directly to the partner in charge of
marketing. They met once a month. During these meetings,
the salesperson reviewed the leads he had generated, the
new clients he had helped to bring in, and other business
development activities. There was also a formal performance
review each year. Though the salesperson’s contribution to
the firm was measured in large part by his ability to bring
new proposal opportunities and new clients to the firm,
his other initiatives, which included supporting others in
their business development efforts, were also taken into
consideration.

P artner in C harge
of M arketing

S alesperson
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Guidelines
on Target
Clients

The firm’s strategic planning committee had developed a
strong vision of the firm and of the types of clients it wished
to serve. The salesperson was able to use this statement of
vision as a point of departure for determining which
prospects to pursue.

Benchmarks of
Performance

The salesperson’s contribution was measured by examining
the dollar value of the proposal opportunities he generated,
as well as the dollar value of the new business he brought
into the firm.

Compensation

The salesperson would not disclose actual dollar amounts
but did say that he received a base salary plus 10 percent of
the value of all new business proposals, regardless of
whether those proposals materialized into new business for
the firm. This bonus was for one time only. There was no
cap on total compensation.
The salesperson also received the same benefits and perks
as other non-equity employees, including expense reim
bursements and continuing professional education.

Break-Even
Analysis

The salesperson’s financial contributions were evaluated
every year. According to the firm’s marketing director, the
“cost/benefit has always been satisfied, since the salesperson
has always produced cumulative billings from new business
acquired that are in excess of his compensation.” The firm
also tracked the types of new clients the salesperson
brought to the firm, to determine whether they tended
toward one-time service engagements or an annuity.

Career
Expectations
and
Opportunities

The salesperson was presently a director, and he expected
to remain with this firm for the duration of his career.

A Salesperson
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Background
The Firm

This firm was one of the largest in the nation. Its revenues
placed it in the ranks of the top twenty firms. At the time of
this case study, it had over a dozen offices, some in large
metropolitan areas and others in surrounding cities and
towns. This firm focused on the middle market and on
emerging companies, and it served a broad array of indus
tries. The sales professional, who is profiled in this case
study, was hired by the managing partner to support the
efforts of the partners working in the firm’s headquarters
office.
The firm’s headquarters office had undertaken formalized,
institutional-level marketing efforts for some time, but its
management group felt that additional resources were need
ed. For about seven years prior to the decision to hire a
salesperson, the office had been exploring ways of stimulat
ing individual sales initiatives, and, thereby, increasing the
volume of leads and proposal opportunities. The office had
even offered cash incentives for the acquisition of new
clients. Still, the total flow of leads and proposal opportuni
ties was less than desired.
According to the firm’s managing partner, the decision to
hire a professional salesperson came up during a retreat for
partners. “About 40 percent of our CPAs are fairly good at
practice development,” the managing partner said in his
interview, “but whenever we put them out on the street for
some serious selling effort, they weren’t nearly as successful
as they wanted to be. And,” he added, “they really preferred
to be involved in client service.” So the managing partner
raised a question: “Since you guys want to focus on excel
lent client service, why don’t we hire a salesperson?” The
partners agreed.
The managing partner stressed to us that he and his part
ners entered into the decision to hire a salesperson with a
strong sense of realism. They evaluated the potential costs
and benefits that would result from their decision, and
acknowledged that the payback would be slow in coming. In
fact, it was agreed that the salesperson would not be expect
ed to do anything more than (at best) cover his or her over
head for the first two years of employment.
Once the partners had reached this agreement, a profile
of the ideal candidate was developed. The partners decided
they wanted to hire someone with a strong finance back
ground and with a clear understanding of the role that
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audits and reviews played in helping businesses to secure
financing. If possible, the office would hire an individual
with a background in banking.
In her interview, the salesperson agreed that the office
was definitely looking for someone with a commercial lend
ing background. “They wanted someone who had worked
with the same client base, who had an established network
in the banking industry, who had training in sales, and who
understood what CPA firms do.” They wanted, she added,
“someone who could hit the ground running and work
autonomously.”
The Salesperson

How the
Salesperson
Was Recruited

At the time of our study, the salesperson was thirty-eight
years-old and had lived and worked in the office’s service
area for almost fifteen years. She held an undergraduate
degree from a prominent, highly respected college.
Prior to joining the firm, she worked for a large local
bank. During her thirteen years with the bank, her primary
responsibilities lay in the area of commercial lending. The
salesperson told us that when she started with the bank, she
participated in an in-house management-training program,
which placed a major emphasis on teaching commercial
lenders how to be salespeople.
She said that her first job within the bank involved exten
sive cold-calling. “They gave me a car, some documents, and
four states and said, ‘Go find some business,’” the salesper
son recalled. She added that the bank’s lending division had
high expectations and was very driven by market share, so
it placed a heavy emphasis on bringing in a high volume of
new business.
In addition, she was asked to track her sales calls and the
results of her efforts and was given specific sales goals. All in
all, she recalled, it was a highly controlled environment for
learning about sales.
The salesperson made the decision to seek employment
CPA firm . A co-w orker of h e rs h a d ju s t h a d b rea k fa st
with the CPA firm’s managing partner. At that time, the firm
had already been looking for a salesperson for a year and a
half. The salesperson met subsequently with all ten partners
of the firm’s head office and was interviewed by seven of
them, before the decision was made to hire her.
w ith a
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Responsibilities
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The salesperson’s title was director of client development.
At the time she was interviewed for this case study, she had
been with the firm for approximately two years. She was the
only salesperson in the firm and served only its headquar
ters office. The office had ten partners, and roughly one
hundred professional staff members. The salesperson was
responsible for selling for all partners and all practice areas
within that office.
The salesperson told us that when she first came on
board, her job was to go out and develop leads so that the
partners and managers would have more opportunities to
make proposals. But her role had since evolved. Nowadays,
she was typically involved in the following areas:
• Creating new leads and referral sources for the firm.
To accomplish this goal, the salesperson used cold-call
ing and networks with existing contacts and, in gener
al, did all that was necessary to create an opportunity
for a sales call.
• Scheduling and participating in sales calls. “Once I
get the appointment,” the salesperson explained in her
interview, “I rarely go out on the call by myself.” She
felt that since she was not a CPA, she lost credibility if
she went alone to the prospect’s office. “I know the
services,” she stated, “but I’m not the one who is going
to provide the service.” That’s why it was critical, she
continued, to support the building of rapport between
the prospective client and the CPA who had come with
her on the sales call.
In comparing her new role with her role at the
bank, the salesperson said, “I came from a background
where, as the salesperson, you develop the lead, get
the appointment, go out on the call, negotiate, close
the deal, write up the sale, and service the account.
Now,” she added “the minute I walk through the
prospective client’s door, I turn the sales opportunity
over to the CPA.”
Although she admitted that it was sometimes diffi
cult to accept this change because she had to depend
on the CPA to close the sale successfully, the salesper
son argued that “there can be no ego involved with
this sales process. . . . It’s whatever is going to be the
best thing to get this client. . . . Oftentimes, that’s
going to mean that I am in the background, not the
foreground, most of the time.”
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• Follow-up. While the CPA quickly became the key
contact with the prospective client, the salesperson
assumed responsibility for follow-up, including making
phone calls, preparing letters from the partners, and
helping to assemble a proposal.
“I am their tickler system,” the salesperson told us.
“I follow up with new information or suggest that it’s
time to make a call. I try to do all the background
work so that the partners or manager have little to do
besides meeting with the prospective client.”
• Support on preparing proposals. The salesperson said
that although she was not originally expected to write
proposals, some changes in personnel led her to
become more involved. She felt that on the whole, her
involvement in the proposal-writing process had proba
bly been a benefit to the firm, even though it meant
that she had to curtail her sales call activities to some
degree. “The firm used to focus on its service capabili
ties,” she added, “but now we’re much more oriented
to addressing the client’s needs.”
In addition to her sales responsibilities, the salesperson
was responsible for sales training (coaching the sales efforts
of partners, managers, and staff) and sales management,
which involved following up on individual partner initia
tives.
In general, she spent 55 percent of her time on creating
new leads, making sales calls, following up, and issuing pro
posals; 25 percent on coaching partners, managers, and
staff; 10 percent on sales management and follow-up on
partner initiatives; and 10 percent on sales training. The
salesperson also kept the managing partner informed on
how everyone was performing. “She gives me honest input
on who’s doing well,” the managing partner told us.
With respect to nonsales activities, the salesperson said,
“I think there are always better ways to do things . . . but I
am su c h a big b eliev er th a t th e k ey to b ein g successful is to

be flexible. . . . If I have to spend 100 percent of my time
writing proposals for a couple of weeks in order for us to get
the business, that’s what I should be doing. . . . Other times,
I’m spending 100 percent of my time telemarketing, net
working, developing leads. We allow ourselves a lot of swing
motion.”
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How the
Salesperson
Was Perceived

Both the managing partner and the salesperson believed
that the salesperson had the unanimous support of the part
ners. In fact, both believed that without that support, her
ability to create value for the practice would be sorely
diminished.
She held a unique position within the firm and was not
equivalent in title to the rank and file of the CPA profession.
In other words, she was not perceived as either a “partner
level” or a “manager level” professional. By and large, the
salesperson was perceived to be a sales guru, a counselor,
and a trainer.

Reporting
Relationships

The salesperson reported directly to the managing partner
of the firm, who was based in the same headquarters office
as the salesperson. According to the salesperson, this
reporting relationship was very informal and their one-onone meetings lasted only several hours each month. The
salesperson added that the managing partner was very “mar
keting driven.” As a result, she said, “if I need him, he will
make himself available.”
Formal performance reviews were held in December of
each year. During that meeting, the managing partner
reviewed the client fees generated by the salesperson and
evaluated her performance in other areas of responsibility
(see previous discussion).

Guidelines
on Target
Clients

When the salesperson came on board, the firm already had
clearly articulated expectations about what kind of client it
wished to attract. The salesperson understood this target
client profile and sought out qualified prospects who
matched it. There was no formal list-approval process. “I
just make the calls,” the salesperson told us. “They [the
partners] are pretty comfortable that I know what I am
looking for. And whenever I do develop a lead, I review it
with the managing partner, and together we decide whether
to pursue it further and who should go out on the call.”
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When the salesperson was hired, the firm set a goal of
$130,000 in net fees collected by the end of two years.
There was no formal cost/benefit model for her position,
but the salesperson observed that the firm was working
toward putting one into place. The salesperson believed that
when the model was complete, the firm was likely to include
the following variables:
1. The number of proposal opportunities the firm
received
2. The success rate in converting those proposal oppor
tunities into new clients
3. The fees generated from new clients
4. The salesperson’s ability to cause others to be more
active and successful
Although this fourth variable would be the most difficult one
to measure, the salesperson thought that her partners
viewed this as the area in which she could create the great
est value. “Because of my presence here, everyone has
begun to exhibit a higher degree of enthusiasm for, aware
ness of, and involvement in the selling process. That’s an
intangible ‘good’ that’s hard to measure, but it could have
significant economic benefits later on. Everyone is getting
more involved. . . . Right down to the staff level, they are
bringing in clients without my lead.”

Compensation

The salesperson received a base salary plus commission.
Her salary was somewhere between $50,000 and $60,000.
Her commission was tied to the amount of new business she
brought into the firm. Each year, the salesperson had to
generate $130,000 in new billings before the commission
system went into effect. The salesperson was also eligible for
the annual bonuses and salary increases that other employ
ees of the firm received. The commission system was as fol
lows:
• First year in which a client was with the firm: The
salesperson received 5 percent of all fees collected
(over and above the goal of $130,000). Assuming that
the salesperson generated $150,000 in new work, she
would earn 5 percent of $20,000, or $1,000.
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• Second year in which a client was with the firm: The
salesperson received 2 percent of all fees collected.
Assuming that the clients obtained in the first year
produced $100,000 in fees during the second year, the
salesperson would earn 2 percent of $100,000, or
$2,000.
• Third year in which a client was with the firm: The
salesperson received 2 percent of all fees collected.
Assuming that the clients obtained in the first year
produced $80,000 in fees during the third year, the
salesperson would earn 2 percent of $80,000, or
$1,600.
The incentive plan was structured to encourage the sales
person both to bring in clients who would require ongoing
services and to stay close to those clients, to ensure that
they were retained.
The salesperson received the same benefits as other
employees of the firm. There was no cap on total compensa
tion. The opportunity to advance to the partnership level or
to the status of principal had not yet been discussed. There
was no specific budget for training or continuing profession
al education, although the salesperson believed that she
could obtain training should she need it.
Break-Even
Analysis

The break-even point was calculated at three times the total
cost. If the cost of the salesperson was $50,000, she had to
generate $150,000 in new business each year to break even.
The managing partner reported that “before we hired the
salesperson, we did not have a lot of things going on. Then,
as a result of her efforts, we had eighty proposals in the first
twelve months that she was on board.” He added that, “our
success rate on these proposals has been between 60 and 70
percent. These proposals have, in their turn, yielded
$700,000 to $800,000 in new-fee volume.”

Career
Expectations
and
Opportunities

The salesperson believed that the firm might at some point
offer her the opportunity to become a principal; however,
sh e w as n o t y e t c o m m itte d to th is goal. “I do th in k th a t if I

make a significant impact, I will have the potential to be a
principal. But this is not something I’ve discussed with the
partners. . . . It’s just a feeling I have.”

F irm S witches
Its E mphasis F rom
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Background
The Firm

This firm was located in a large city in the Midwest. With
one office, eight partners, and a total of thirty-four employ
ees, it produced earnings of roughly $3 million at the time
of our case study. Founded in 1960, the firm offered the tra
ditional array of accounting services and placed a special
emphasis on the needs of financial institutions, automobile
dealerships, rural telephone companies, professional ser
vices, manufacturers, and retailers.
Prior to making its decision to hire a professional sales
person, the firm had been pursuing marketing strategies
fairly aggressively. “We had two marketing directors in the
firm over the previous four years,” the managing partner
reported in his interview. “They focused on public relations,
communications, and the monitoring of the sales call activi
ties of the partners and managers, and we really weren’t get
ting the results [in terms of new business] that we were
looking for, even though we were spending a lot of money on
marketing.”
Then in 1988 the firm began looking for a way to pene
trate the manufacturing and wholesale market. At first, the
firm simply wanted to gather data on this market segment’s
need for accounting services, and felt it should hire some
one to do the necessary research. The managing partner
had recently renewed his acquaintance with a former high
school classmate, and he told us that after he talked with
this person at some length, “we felt he would be an ideal
candidate” for the job. This individual would later become
the salesperson for the firm.
The salesperson’s initial mandate, the managing partner
explained, was “to go out and interview manufacturers and
wholesalers to determine what kinds of needs they had and
whether those needs were being met by the other GPA firms
here in our town.”
The salesperson was highly successful. “He was able to get
in the door without any difficulty and have people spend
some time talking with him about their accounting service
needs,” the managing partner reported. Because this initial
foray w as so successful, th e firm offered th e salesp erso n full

time employment and broadened his job definition to
include lead generation.
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The Salesperson

The salesperson was in his late forties. At the time of this
study, he had been with this firm on a full-time basis since
1988. He held a bachelor’s degree from the leading local uni
versity, and his work experience included real-estate and
insurance sales, as well as one and one-half years’ experi
ence selling for another CPA firm. The managing partner
described the salesperson’s personality as easy-going, gregar
ious, and likable. He was also fairly well known in the com
munity, since he had played basketball while he was at the
local university.

How the
Salesperson
Was Recruited

The managing partner knew the salesperson socially before
making him an offer of employment. No other candidates
were interviewed.

The
Salesperson’s
Responsibilities

The salesperson’s primary responsibility was to develop
qualified prospects for the firm. Though he initially focused
on manufacturing, the salesperson moved on to supporting
all the partners and industry groups of the firm. Here is a
brief description of his work:
• Developing new leads. The salesperson made the ini
tial contact and developed a rapport with the new
prospect.
• Qualifying prospects. Once rapport had been estab
lished, the salesperson performed an analysis of the
prospect’s needs.
• Setting up the sales team. Once the salesperson had
established that there was a sales opportunity, he then
returned to the firm and conferred with the appro
priate partners and managers, to give them all the
information he had gathered on this prospect. “The
salesperson has the flexibility to decide which partner
should go out on that call,” the managing partner
reported. “We encourage him to utilize all the partners
even if some are not as effective at selling as others.
However, if the prospect is from an industry in which
we have some expertise, obviously the partner in
charge of that industry group is going to go out on the
sales call.”
Once the salesperson had brought in a partner, the responsi
bility for converting the prospect into a client was trans
ferred from the salesperson to the CPA.
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The managing partner felt that the salesperson’s ability to
bring in a qualified lead was pivotal to the overall success of
the firm’s marketing efforts. He told us, “I think that most
firms of our size have two or three people at the partnership
level who really generate a substantial amount of business in
the office. The other partners and managers are comfortable
going out and selling when they’ve got a live prospect. . .
but in terms of generating the contacts and [building] the
relationships, they have problems. That’s what our salesper
son is able to do. We try to use him as much as possible
with people who are not as capable of generating the
prospects themselves.”
According to the managing partner, most of the salesper
son’s time was spent on telemarketing and meeting with
prospects. As a rule, the salesperson called on six prospects
a day and spent the balance of his time scheduling follow-up
appointments.
Since the firm no longer employed a marketing director,
the salesperson was also responsible for the firm’s marketing
program. However, this program was “minimal,” the manag
ing partner said, and probably consumed no more than 10
percent of the salesperson’s time.
How the
Salesperson
Was Perceived

The managing partner explained to us that the salesperson
was “totally unique inside the organization.” He added,
“He’s certainly not considered to be at the partnership or
managerial level. He’s really perceived as just a salesperson,
and his job is to generate opportunities.”

Reporting
Relationships

The salesperson reported directly to the firm’s managing
partner. The two met informally at least once every other
day to discuss recent contact activity, prioritize prospects,
and assign follow-up responsibilities when it was time to
bring in a partner.
The salesperson produced weekly sales activity reports
which provided detailed information about the contacts he
had made. The salesperson also attended the firm’s monthly
management meetings and reported his activities to all the
partners and managers. Finally, the salesperson reported on
th e firm ’s m a rk e tin g in itiativ es a n d a tte n d e d th e firm ’s q u a r

terly staff meetings, in which he made a presentation con
cerning the firm’s marketing and sales efforts.
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Turning Sales Over to the Pros

Guidelines
on Target
Clients

The firm’s partners defined who the salesperson’s prospects
ought to be. “We give him a list of potential clients or direct
him to certain areas we want him to concentrate on,” the
managing partner said.

Benchmarks of
Performance

The firm tracked the direct revenues resulting from the
salesperson’s initiatives, as well as the number and quality
of the contacts he made with prospective clients.

Compensation

The salesperson received a straight salary that was in the
mid-$40,000’s with no commission. The managing partner
said, “We chose the salary option because the salesperson is
fundamentally out of the loop when it comes to closing the
sales. He shouldn’t have to rely on a commission system
because he is not the one who is responsible for getting the
client or losing the client.” The managing partner reported
to us that this approach “worked fine from our perspective,
and the salesperson is also satisfied.”
Another benefit of putting the salesperson on a straight
salary, the managing partner mentioned, was that the sales
person “doesn’t have to breathe down the partners’ throats
because his compensation is not tied to their performance.”
He added, “By not having the commissions, the situation is
also less stressful for the salesperson.”
Even though the salesperson was on a straight salary, he
did have the opportunity to improve his earnings. Each
year, the firm looked at the sum total of the salesperson’s
contributions (both direct, in the form of new billings, and
indirect, in the form of supporting others) and assigned a
value to it. This usually translated into a salary increase.
The firm did not set a cap on total compensation.
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Break-Even
Analysis

The firm compared the net income likely to be derived from
the first year of new gross billings with the salesperson’s
wages. “Let’s assume the salesperson generates $350,000 of
annuity work. Assuming our net income percentage is 35 to
40 percent, then you have a net income, before the sales
person’s salary, of $122,500 to $140,000. After subtracting
the salesperson’s wages of, say, $45,000, you come away
with $77,500 to $95,000.” That’s better than breaking even,
even if all the billings had been nonrecurring. Assuming that
the recurring work resulted in at least a three-year income
stream, the results were even more positive.

Career
Expectations
and
Opportunities

The firm did not plan to offer its salesperson the opportuni
ty to share in the ownership of the firm, but the managing
partner told us that the salesperson seemed to be satisfied
with this arrangement. “We give him a lot of flexibility and
autonomy. We aren’t looking over his shoulder all the time,
which is in itself a significant perk.”
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Background
The Firm

This firm was founded in 1964, and at the time of this case
study, it had a total of thirty-six employees, including eight
partners, and billed roughly $3.1 million annually. Its indus
try specialties included supermarkets, construction, manu
facturing, distribution, and professional services.
Prior to hiring its first telemarketer, the firm had been
fairly aggressive in its marketing efforts. An outside market
ing consultant had been retained to meet with the firm’s
marketing committee on a monthly basis. The consultant
and the committee would discuss marketing ideas, and the
committee would implement them.
The firm decided to move to telemarketing about two and
one-half years before our study. One of the factors that
influenced the firm’s decision was the realization that local
banks were employing telemarketers and were successfully
bringing in new accounts. “We also knew that a couple of
the Big 6 firms were doing it,” the partner in charge of mar
keting (PIC) said in his interview, “and we thought, ‘Well,
why not us?’”
The PIC also appreciated the efficiencies that having a
telemarketer would introduce into the firm’s selling efforts.
“Quite frankly,” the PIC told us, “I think the most attractive
thing about having a telemarketer is that the amount of
time partners have to invest in identifying and developing
leads is drastically reduced.” He added that because the
telemarketer did the work needed to secure the preliminary
interest of a new lead, “all the partners have to do is con
firm the appointment and decide which two partners will go
out on the call. . . That’s pretty simple! And it’s not asking
very much [of the partners].”
The PIC added that the pure savings of time wasn’t the
only advantage. He explained that “the partners don’t mind
meeting with the prospect and conducting a needs analysis,
but they just don’t like having to call a prospect’s office and
try to get the appointment.” With the right telemarketer,
said the PIC, “you have someone else doing all the work and
you reap all the benefits. This makes selling very simple and
palatable for us, and that’s why it works.”
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The PIC acknowledged to us that initially, just half of the
partners were enthusiastic for this initiative, another two
were willing to give it a try, and the remaining two were
skeptical. The less enthusiastic partners were concerned
that the telemarketer might not speak with prospects in the
appropriate way or that someone might hang up from a con
versation with the telemarketer and have negative feelings
about the firm.
To allay these concerns, the telemarketer’s efforts were
closely monitored by the PIC and one other partner for the
first two months of the telemarketer’s employment. The
partners would actually sit across the desk from the tele
marketer while she dialed the phone. In so doing, they were
able to monitor the quality of her calls and to give her onthe-job training about how to identify a prospect’s need for
accounting services.
The PIC cautioned other firms not to “script” their tele
marketer’s call too tightly. Even though his firm’s telemar
keter did follow a script in the early months, he told us that
it was much better for the telemarketer to customize each
sales call to the unique circumstances of each prospect’s sit
uation.
The Telemarketer

The telemarketer was in her early thirties. According to the
PIC, the telemarketer had had some product-telemarketing
experience prior to joining their firm.

How the
Telemarketer
Was Recruited

According to the PIC, “we used a job placement agency
located in Santa Monica, California. Because of its location,
this agency tends to attract quite a number of unemployed
actors and actresses, which is actually a great background
for a telemarketer because aspiring actors and actresses are
used to rejection.” The PIC stressed to us that the ability to
accept rejection was an important attribute. “Most of us
don’t like to hear I 'm not interested’ thirty-five out of forty
times a day. It takes a special person to be able to do that.”

The
Telemarketer’s
Responsibilities

The telemarketer worked for the firm four hours per day,
four to five days a week, for a total of sixteen to twenty
hours a week.
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Her main task was to introduce the firm to the communi
ty. According to the PIC, “the key message she is asked to
convey is that this firm is a local accounting firm that is
interested in meeting local businesses. We also want her to
convey that we would like to be able to describe our ser
vices and relay information about our fee structure.”
Here is how the telemarketer spent her time:
• Telemarketing calls. The telemarketer made about
forty calls per day (the PIC encouraged her to take an
occasional break to get away from the phone, so that
she could stay “fresh”). From these calls, she tended to
generate an average of one appointment a week.
• Telemarketing administration. At the end of each day,
the telemarketer prepared and delivered a written
report that detailed her phone activity. For each call
made, the name of the company, its size by revenues,
the company’s key contacts, its phone number and
address, and the type of business of the company were
noted. In addition, the outcome of each call was classi
fied into one of the following categories:
— “Wrong number.”
— “Person was interested. Send information.”
— “Appointment was scheduled.”
— “Gall back to schedule an appointment.”
— “Not interested.”
The following day, the partner-in-charge reviewed any
possibilities the telemarketer might have missed in talking
with prospects.
The telemarketer had no other sales or marketing respon
sibilities, even though the firm did not have any other mar
keting professionals on board. Instead, the PIC was charged
with “quarterbacking” the firm’s marketing efforts and mak
ing sure that each effort was properly staffed. The firm con
tinued to retain an outside marketing consultant, who acted
as the PIC’s mentor and resource.
Reporting
Relationships

At the end of each week, the telemarketer’s statistics were
compiled into an electronic spreadsheet. The report covered
the number of calls made as well as the results produced. In
this way, it was possible to monitor trends and to detect
problems. For instance, the call list may have needed to be
upgraded or enhanced. Taken together, the daily and weekly
reports enabled the PIC to monitor the quality of the tele
marketer’s call list, as well as the quality of her efforts.
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At the end of each month, the PIC reported to all the
partners about telemarketing leads in progress, as well as
about any new clients resulting from the telemarketing
effort. The PIC also reported on the gross and net billings
that had resulted from the telemarketer’s efforts since the
inception of the program.

Guidelines
on Target
Clients

The telemarketer worked from a call list that the firm had
purchased from a national list broker. According to the PIC,
the firm asked for all businesses within a certain geographic
area and for a specific dollar range in gross revenues. The
PIC then screened the new call list and crossed out the
names of existing clients, as well as the names of businesses
that the firm did not wish to pursue.

Benchmarks of
Performance

The firm focused on the quality of the appointments the
telemarketer was able to obtain. There was no specific salesvolume goal, although the PIC reported that over the last
two years, the telemarketer’s efforts had produced $150,000
in new billings (nearly all of it recurring), along with a
substantial list of active leads that the firm was currently
pursuing.

Compensation
System

The telemarketer was paid $9 per hour. She was also paid $25
for each appointment and $250 for each new client. Because
she was an hourly employee who worked no more than twen
ty hours a week, she received no company benefits.

Break-Even
Analysis

The PIC reported that thanks to the telemarketer’s high
level of productivity and to the fairly low fixed cost of her
efforts, this telemarketing endeavor had made a positive
contribution to the firm’s profits.
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According to the PIC, this position was very vulnerable to
burnout. “It is unlikely that a telemarketer will last for more
than nine months. However,” the PIC added, “even with the
training curve involved, this is still a paying proposition.”
The PIC noted that the telemarketer’s position was also vul
nerable to turnover because it was not full-time.
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Background
The Firm

This single-office firm had twenty-five partners, a total of
two hundred employees, and a volume of roughly $20 mil
lion in annual fees at the time of our case study. The firm
was located in a large metropolitan area and targeted owner
operated companies, entrepreneurs, and closely held com
panies with between $1 million and $20 million in sales, as
well as individuals having a high net worth.
The firm was organized around industry teams and oper
ated without an accounting, auditing, or tax department.
This firm also distinguished itself with its consulting ser
vices. “We’re totally focused on helping our client compa
nies grow, as well as improve their bottom line,” the firm’s
partner in charge of marketing (the “marketing partner”)
said in his interview. “Less than half of our fees come from
accounting, tax, or auditing. Profit improvement, strategic
planning, marketing consulting, helping companies get
financing, systems consulting, mergers and acquisitions,
employee-benefit-plan consulting, estate planning—these
things we do have nothing to do with the traditional prac
tice of public accounting.”
The story of how the firm began to employ professional
salespeople dates back to 1984. At that time, the firm’s mar
keting initiatives (which had been professionally staffed
since 1979) were generating quite a few leads but the part
ners were not following up on them.
The marketing partner told us that most partners greeted
the decision to hire professional salespeople with relief.
“Most of them said, ‘Good! Now we don’t have to do it
[sales].’ ” He added that he and others responsible for the
success of this new project had to convince partners that
these salespeople were only a supplemental resource and
not a replacement for their own efforts.
The first generation of salespeople (about six at any one
time) whom this firm used were “young, inexpensive, and
lacking in knowledge. What they had going for them,” the
marketing partner said, “was that they were willing to go out
and knock on doors, something that—at that time—our
partners and managers weren’t that receptive to doing.” The
marketing partner said that each of these sales professionals
was viewed as a “generalist bird dog” who tried to set up
meetings that included the salesperson, a prospect, and a
designated partner.
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Eventually these salespeople “burned out,” and the mar
keting partner believed that there were two causes for this.
First, there were times when salespeople would “work real
hard on a lead, then be forced to watch as the partner didn’t
give the kind of attention that the salesperson thought the
partner should have given.” Second, the salespeople were
telemarketing and setting up appointments, but their com
pensation was tied to the volume of the new business that
was actually closed—a variable over which they had no
control.
In an attempt to ease this situation, the marketing partner
explained, the firm “experimented with paying salespeople
for the number of appointments they could schedule.” The
firm quickly learned, however, that this approach could pro
duce another problem: too many appointments with
prospects who were not well qualified. Eventually these
experiences led the firm to invest in training the salespeople
on how to probe, as well as how to identify a qualified
prospect.
In the second phase of employing salespeople, the firm
decided “it’s not what you know, it’s who you know.” So it
began hiring salespeople for each of its industry teams. For
example, if the firm had a graphic arts team, the salesperson
would have to come out of that industry. The benefits for
the firm, the marketing partner remarked to us, were well
worth the search for the perfect candidate. “The right sales
person will know every company in the industry, will have a
proven passion for the industry, will have written articles for
trade publications, and can speak fluently on the subject.”
As of 1994-95, the firm was moving into a new phase, in
which its salespeople were still industry specialists but were
also urged to provide specific billable products or services to
that niche. “For example,” the marketing partner said, “a
salesperson for our banking services group calls on loan offi
cers all day long and promotes our firm’s preloan- and
collateral-monitoring investigation services.” The salesper
son might also provide billable consulting for companies
that need help in obtaining financing, and might put a
financing package together. To us, “an industry specialist
who can sell and produce revenue is the ultimate.”
The Salespeople

The salespeople currently employed by this firm came from
a variety of backgrounds. All were hired from within the
industry to which the firm now asked them to sell. All had
some sort of direct or indirect responsibility for business
development before they joined the firm.
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How the
Salespeople
Were Recruited

The firm relied primarily on general recruiting advertise
ments, which it ran under the category of sales in local busi
ness papers. The firm also networked with sources who
might know of an individual who would make a good candi
date. When the firm was looking for individuals with specific
industry experience, it would look to “famous people” with
in that industry for advice on finding an ideal candidate.

The
Salespeople’s
Responsibilities

At the time of this study, the firm employed a total of five
salespeople. The salespeople were involved in the selling
cycle from start to finish. Here is a review of their duties:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying and developing prospects
Researching prospect companies
Scheduling sales calls
Accompanying partners on sales calls
Managing and following up on leads
Preparing and presenting proposals
Managing the client relationship
Holding meetings with team members

In contrast to many of the other firms profiled in this book,
this firm endorsed close and continuing contact between the
salesperson and the prospective client. “We want them
there,” the Marketing Partner explained, “because they are
building a relationship with the prospect and they can posi
tion themselves as a sort of independent third party, if you
will, who cares about the client and can function as the
client’s account manager.”
The salespeople were expected to have about ten face-toface meetings with prospects or referral sources each week.
So, assuming that the average sales call took two hours, the
salespeople were spending about 40 to 50 percent of their
time in meetings with prospects and referral sources.
How the
Salespeople
Were Perceived

Each salesperson was perceived as being integral to the
success of his or her industry group.
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Reporting
Relationships

Turning Sales Over to the Pros

Each salesperson reported directly to his or her industry
team leader, who was typically a partner. That team leader
then reported directly to the marketing partner. “We really
push the team leader to run that business unit,” the market
ing partner told us, “and to get paid based on the growth
and profitability of that business unit. By the same token,
we encourage the marketing partner to support, coach, and
train the team leaders to success.”
The salespeople usually reported to their team leaders
daily or at least every other day. “With voice mail and salestracking software, it’s not like the old days, where you had
to set up a meeting,” the managing partner commented.
“You can call from your car phone and update the team
leader on the sales calls you’ve just made, or discuss your
strategy for the next day. There’s much more good commu
nication going on, even though it’s not happening in the
confines of a formal meeting.”
The marketing partner remarked that this system had a
positive influence on the performance of the individual
salesperson. “If the team doesn’t think the salesperson is
working hard, he or she is out of there. Conversely, if they
are valuable to the team, they’ll make a ton of money. In the
old structure, when they were part of a [firmwide] sales
force, it became nobody’s money.”
Although the firm at one time employed five marketing
professionals, it had since dropped down to one. “I think
there still is a role for the marketing professional, but we’re
putting more pressure on the team leaders, the industry
experts, to get out there and speak, get articles published,
build the practice, and create fame in their own niche. . . .
It’s nice if you have a brochure, but it is not necessary.
Focus instead on becoming a famous person, and don’t wait
for the marketing department to light the fuse.”
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Guidelines
on Target
Clients

According to the marketing partner, the salesperson’s lead
list was usually developed by the team leader, but the degree
of the team leader’s involvement varied according to the
makeup of the team. “Some salespeople are real take-charge
people. They know what they have to do, and where they
have to go, to get a strike. Some of the team leaders are par
ticularly helpful because they are so experienced with their
particular industry. If the team leader is not a real practice
builder, other people like the marketing partner or market
ing director of the firm will get involved. It really depends
on the set of skills of the people involved.”

Benchmarks of
Performance

At the time of this study, the firm’s salespeople were expect
ed to meet face-to-face with ten prospects or referral
sources each week. No more than six of these face-to-face
encounters could involve meetings with existing referral
sources. “Our theory is that it is easy to get an appointment
with an insurance broker, loan officer, or attorney. It’s much
more difficult to get a meeting with a business owner or
decision maker.” To get these four meetings a week with
qualified business owners, the salespeople “probably have to
make between thirty and fifty telephone calls. To get the six
referral-source meetings, you probably have to make
between ten and twelve phone calls.”

Compensation

Most of the salespeople had some type of base salary with
some bonus or commission program. Because the terms of
this package were negotiated between the team leader and
his or her salesperson, there was always more than one
working compensation model at any one time.
In general, however, there was a base draw of $30,000 to
$50,000, with a percentage commission on cash collections
that was credited against their draw. The firm used two
commission ratios: for recurring work, the firm offered a
onetime, 30 percent commission on the first year’s billings;
for nonrecurring work, the firm offered a onetime, 10 per
cent commission.
If a salesperson went over his or her break-even point at
the end of the quarter, he or she would get the difference
paid out. If they were under the break-even point, the bal
ance would build up. There was, however, a limit on the
amount of draw a salesperson could take out before generat
ing commissionable sales. On the other hand, if the year-todate results were highly positive, the salesperson might
receive a bonus.
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The marketing partner cautioned, however, that this com
pensation formula might be low if a firm was planning to
hire an individual with an extensive sales and management
background in a specific industry. “If you’re going to hire a
retired bank president, you should be prepared to negotiate
for a much higher base salary,” the marketing partner com
mented to us. “On the other hand, you should have much
higher expectations about how quickly that salesperson is
going to reach the desired level of productivity.”
The salespeople could participate in the firm’s continuingprofessional-education program, which covered a number of
non-accounting topics, such as “How to Be an Effective
Negotiator,” “Strategic Planning,” “How to Be a Profit
Improvement Advisor,” “How to Control and Run a Business
Meeting,” and “How to Network.” Furthermore, if the sales
person needed to go elsewhere to take a course, the firm
would pay for it.
The performance reviews tended to include the following:
a review of the amount of business the salesperson brought
in; a look at the number of face-to-face contacts and phone
calls the salesperson initiated; a look at what the salesper
son did to improve his or her knowledge base; and a review
of the salesperson’s ability to network within the firm, of the
quality of the leads he or she developed, and of the salesper
son’s strategy, such as how he or she went about developing
leads.
Break-Even
Analysis

For every $20,000 in base salary that the salesperson
received, the firm expected the salesperson to deliver
$50,000 in gross billings each year, depending on whether it
was recurring or consulting work.
Asked whether his firm’s salespeople had in fact delivered
new billings that amounted to two and one-half times their
base pay, the marketing partner replied, “I’d say about half
the people have reached their goal. Another 25 percent get
close, and another 25 percent bomb. We’ve learned that
there are good salespeople and not so good salespeople . . .
and you only find out the hard way . . . . I’ve never met a
salesperson I didn’t like!”
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The marketing partner believed that salespeople who sold
for one industry and could provide billable consulting ser
vices could be offered a career path to the shareholder level.
“We also believe that with the right grooming, this sales
person-consultant, could head up the whole industry team
someday,” the marketing partner said.
There was an opportunity for salespeople to advance to
shareholder status. However, the marketing partner cau
tioned that making partner was not always—or even often—
the salesperson’s main objective. Many salespeople wanted
to be sure that they had continuous upward mobility in
terms of their total compensation, and they would stay with
a firm as long as this opportunity existed. “As long as they
can keep making the kind of money that they want to make,
they feel good about themselves, they are learning, they are
intellectually challenged, and they are with a winning orga
nization, they will stay.”
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Background
The Firm

This firm was based in the suburbs of a major metropolitan
city. Founded shortly after the turn of the century, it had
fourteen partners, eighty professionals, and annual billings
of roughly $10 million at the time of this case study. The
firm offered auditing, taxation, and consulting services,
including systems consulting, business planning, and cost
management.
The firm’s primary emphasis was on serving closely held
businesses in which the owners were actively involved in
management. Though the firm had only one office, some of
its clients had national or international operations. To
assure a continuity of service to these clients, the firm was
affiliated with an international association of CPA firms.
The firm’s marketing director joined the firm in 1988. She
was the third person to hold this position. Her predecessors
included an accountant and a marketing professional who
had experience with packaged goods for consumers. Before
she came to the firm, the marketing director had experience
in accounting-firm marketing: she had worked with one of
the national accounting firms and as an independent mar
keting consultant.
The marketing director reported to us that by the time
she joined this firm, “the partners were pretty comfortable
with marketing” and were ready to embrace a marketing
strategy that was geared towards specific industry niches.
According to the marketing director, the firm’s management
group identified several niches that held some promise, and
then they developed long-range business plans and market
ing strategies for each.
In each case, the firm invested in developing technical
competencies, training, and marketing. The marketing pro
grams were long-term in nature and placed a heavy empha
sis on such activities as participation in trade associations,
public relations (including the placement of bylined articles
in industry publications), and regular mailings (including a
proprietary quarterly newsletter). For the industry program
that is profiled in this case study, the firm also produced an
annual industry seminar geared to the needs of the local
market. Now in its sixth year, this seminar had become the
preeminent program for the area.
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According to the firm’s marketing director, two and onehalf years of marketing passed before the effort produced its
first dollar. The reason? “We were starting at ground zero,”
she explained, “with virtually no clients. We would get
opportunities to propose, but because we didn’t have a sig
nificant client base, we couldn’t win the clients.”
In spite of this disadvantage, the firm did begin to bring in
clients. Anxious to pick up the pace of new-client acquisi
tion, the partner in charge of the industry group and the
marketing director began looking for a way to get him in
front of more prospects. While they were working out a
solution, the firm was approached by an outside sales con
sultant who suggested that he could handle the initial phas
es of this process—from cold-calling and qualifying to
scheduling appointments and going out on the initial sales
calls. Seeing this approach as an effective way to leverage
the partner-in-charge’s personal time, the firm decided to
give it a try.
To initiate this process, the marketing director reviewed
the firm’s prospect list, which contained the names of
roughly one thousand eight hundred companies. Of those,
she removed the names of any companies with whom the
firm already had direct contact. At the time, the marketing
director emphasized that it was important to circulate any
call list internally for review before using it in a telemarket
ing program. She explained to us that sometimes a client
was actually on the list but was not recognized immediately
because it was listed under a different name.
Although this project initially called for the consultant to
handle telemarketing and cold-calling, the marketing direc
tor concluded almost immediately that that particular
approach was not going to work. “We realized,” the market
ing director explained in her interview, “that you can’t have
someone besides the service provider go out on the sales
calls. The relationship between the owner of the company
and the CPA just doesn’t ‘take’ that easily, even if you do
win the client. There has to be some chemistry, and that
takes time to develop.”
The marketing director decided that the firm should keep
using a telemarketer, who would be responsible for cold
calling, qualifying leads, and scheduling appointments. The
partner in charge of the industry group would then be
responsible for the face-to-face sales calls.
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The Telemarketer

The telemarketer, an outside consultant, came to this
assignment with extensive experience in business-to-business telemarketing, including some experience with tele
marketing accounting services. “Though she did have to
learn about the services we provided,” the marketing direc
tor explained, “and what our unique selling proposition was
about, she adapted very fast.” The marketing director
added, “She was phenomenal. . . very aggressive and very
savvy.”

How the
Telemarketer
Was Recruited

The telemarketer had been doing work for the sales consul
tant whom the firm had retained earlier. Before she was
hired for this project, she was interviewed, first by the mar
keting director and then by a screening committee made up
of partners and managers in the industry group.

The
Telemarketer’s
Responsibilities

The telemarketer initially supported the efforts of this one
industry group (she was later to support other telemarketing
efforts on behalf of this firm). Her responsibilities included—
• Cold-calling, in which she used the list and a script
that the marketing director had developed.
• Qualifying, to determine whether the prospect was,
indeed, a desirable prospective client and whether it
was interested in learning more about this firm.
• Scheduling appointments on behalf of the partner in
charge of the industry group.
The telemarketer was given a list of approximately one
thousand names, and she went through about one hundred
names per week—either getting through to the prospects or
crossing them off the list. She worked from her home and at
her own pace, and she made most of her calls in the early
morning (before 8:00 A.M.) or in the late afternoon and
early evening (after business hours).
When the telemarketer found a prospect who was willing
to meet with the partner in charge of the industry group,
she would contact the marketing director by phone or voice
mail that same day.
The marketing director would then bring up the firm’s
prospect data base and code the prospect’s record.
She would also relay all pertinent information to the des
ignated partner, who would then go out on the sales call. At
peak times, a second partner from the industry group was
brought in to handle some of the sales calls.
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Reporting
Relationships

The telemarketer reported directly to the marketing direc
tor, who in turn coordinated activities with the partner in
charge of the industry group.

Guidelines
on Target
Clients

Because the firm had been working with its target market
for two and one-half years, it was able to provide the tele
marketer with a carefully culled list of names to call.

Benchmarks of
Performance

When the firm entered into this telemarketing effort, there
were no concrete expectations. Therefore, the firm
approached this project as an experiment.
Of the one thousand contacts who were called, approxi
mately two hundred (or 20 percent) were willing to talk
with the telemarketer. Of those, between fifty and one hun
dred agreed to a meeting with one of the firm’s partners.
The project ultimately yielded twelve new clients, with
annual billings of just under $200,000. The conversion rate
from leads who actually agreed to meet with a partner to
clients was roughly 15 percent.
From the marketing director’s viewpoint, the results were
far beyond any unspoken expectations. The profit from the
first year’s fees covered the cost of the telemarketer, and
since most of the work was recurring, the profits from ongo
ing projects were expected to produce a high return on the
investment. It should also be noted that the two-year mar
keting campaign that preceded the telemarketing effort cost
no more than $30,000.
Many people in the firm were so pleased with the results
that they decided to apply the telemarketer’s energies to
other industry segments. The next segment that was chosen
was small businesses. Although it was not technically an
industry segment, it was a market segment in which pros
pects shared a variety of issues, opportunities, and concerns.
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Although the telemarketing process for small businesses
was handled in almost the same way as it had been for the
industry segment, the results were not nearly as satisfacto
ry. The telemarketing program did yield enough new busi
ness to cover its own costs, but the work was not desirable
and there was not much follow-up work after the first year’s
billings.
The marketing director believed that there were several
factors that contributed to these results. First, the firm had
targeted a market segment rather than an industry segment.
This choice made it harder for the firm and its telemarketer
to communicate a unique selling proposition that would
have a special appeal to the prospects. Second, with the
exception of a single mailing to the target group, the firm
did not invest in an extensive marketing communications
campaign, as it had with the industry segment. Finally, as a
result of a decision not to undertake a marketing communi
cations program, the firm did not have a carefully culled
prospect list, so it had no opportunity to home in on the
most desirable prospects.
The result? The firm’s telemarketer did not get as favor
able a rate of response when she set up appointments,
because the prospects were not already familiar with the
firm, and the partners often went out on sales calls only to
discover that their prospect was not that desirable.
Compensation

Most telemarketers want to be paid for time and expense
regardless of how many appointments they actually deliver.
The marketing director, determined to control the cost of
this undertaking, instead successfully negotiated for a fixed
fee per appointment obtained. The marketing director would
not disclose how much the telemarketer was paid.

Break-Even
Analysis

As indicated earlier, the cost of the telemarketing effort was
covered in the first year of work.

Career
Expectations
and
Opportunities

Because the telemarketer was an outside consultant, this
issue did not arise.
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M anaging P artner L earns
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Background
The Firm

This firm was located in the suburbs of a large metropolitan
city. Founded in the early 1980s, the firm had two partners,
three professional staff members, and annual billings of
$600,000 at the time of our case study. The firm was taxoriented, although it also provided audits, reviews, and com
pilations. The firm’s clients represented a wide range of
industries and market segments.
The firm’s managing partner always had a positive orien
tation towards marketing and business development. “At an
early age,” he explained in his interview, “I realized I would
be able to control my destiny as a CPA if I could bring in
clients, because that—and not just how good you are—is
what drives everything.”
While he was evaluating how best to develop new clients,
the managing partner (then a staff member) listened to
some tapes that described how to go about the process of
telemarketing and offered suggestions about what to say
during the calls. Because he wanted to be made a partner,
the managing partner decided to put this information to
work. Initially his results were frustrating, but ultimately he
started to bring in clients.
Ever since that initial experience, the managing partner
had some form of telemarketing program in force. Over the
years, he used a variety of approaches, which will be sum
marized in this case study.

The Telemarketers

Over the years, the firm employed a variety of telemar
keters, who possessed varying amounts of experience. Some
were college students, others had experience as telemar
keters for insurance agents, and one had worked for other
accountants. The firm even retained a telemarketing organi
zation that focused exclusively on the needs of CPA firms.

How the
Telemarketers
Were Recruited

The firm recruited its telemarketers by placing advertise
ments in the local daily newspaper, or by asking local pro
fessionals for referrals.
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The
Telemarketers’
Responsibilities

T urning Sales Over to t
h e P ros

The telemarketers were responsible for—
• Gold calling, in which they used a list that had been
supplied by the firm.
• Qualifying the prospect, based on criteria laid out by
the firm.
• Scheduling appointments on behalf of both partners in
the firm.
The telemarketers generally worked part-time in the firm’s
offices. They usually worked no more than three hours a
day, for roughly three days a week.

Reporting
Relationships

The telemarketers reported directly to the managing part
ner. Most worked literally within earshot of the managing
partner, so there was ample opportunity for direct supervi
sion.

Guidelines
on Target
Clients

According to the managing partner, the process of develop
ing a suitable calling list was one of trial and error. Initially,
he explained, “we worked out of the yellow pages . . . and
that was not very successful.” The managing partner then
started using a Dun & Bradstreet (D&B)-style directory,
which listed companies by Standard Industrial Glassification
(SIC) code and zip code, as well as by alphabetical order.
For each company, this directory also supplied information
about company revenues, gave the name and title of a con
tact person, provided the number of employees, and
described what type of entity the company was. Because the
managing partner was targeting small businesses located in
nearby industrial areas, his primary criteria were the zip
code and the number of employees.

As Telemarketing Manager, Managing Partner Learns From Experience
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The managing partner emphasized to us that although
objective acceptance criteria were useful, the development
of subjective criteria could be just as important. “I quickly
realized,” the managing partner explained, “that I wanted a
prospect who was thinking of a change because of poor ser
vice and that I didn’t want to talk to someone who had
never used a CPA before, and that’s not something you’ll
know about without asking.”
The managing partner also came to realize that dealing
with a prospect generated through a cold call demanded far
more from the CPA than dealing with a prospect who had
been referred by a friend or a business contact. “When you
get a referral from someone who is a personal contact of
yours,” the managing partner explained, “the prospect tends
to come into a meeting already disposed to like you. And if
you get a referral from a banker, then that prospect already
understands why he or she might need to have the account
ing services of a CPA. But the prospect you get through a
telemarketing call is a true stranger, not a friend of a friend.
This person can cancel your meeting at the last minute,
stand you up, even fail to pay, without having too much of a
qualm about it. And they might not be in a position to
appreciate what you have to offer. That’s why you need to
go into each meeting ready to turn them down if your
instinct says they are not the right prospect for you.”
The managing partner ultimately evolved the following set
of subjective criteria for his telemarketers to contemplate:
• The prospect must already have a relationship with a
CPA (as opposed to an enrolled agent or bookkeeper).
• The prospect must have a “hurt,” a dissatisfaction with
his existing CPA.
• The prospect must have a profitable business. (The
managing partner explained to us that, “There are lots
of unprofitable businesses out there, and if you reach
them through telemarketing, they’ll talk to you if only
in the hopes of getting some free advice.”)
• The prospect must exhibit integrity. “Find out how
often they have changed CPA firms in the last six
y e a rs ,” th e m anaging p a rtn e r advised.

Chances are, you won’t find out all you need to know about
a prospect until you go to that first meeting. Still, the man
aging partner advised that if a firm wanted to avoid spending
any further time on an inappropriate prospect, the foregoing
items should be covered in the first sales call.
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Benchmarks of
Performance

In spite of so many years of work in this field, the managing
partner had never formalized a cost/benefit analysis. He told
us, however, that his telemarketing efforts “were always
fruitful enough that they paid for themselves and then some
even in the first year.” In examining his current client base,
the managing partner concluded that fully 20 percent of his
current clients were generated through the telemarketing
effort. Since nearly all of these clients represented recurring
work, the firm’s telemarketing effort more than paid for
itself.

Compensation

The firm’s telemarketers generally received $10 per hour,
plus $10 per appointment.

Break-Even
Analysis

As indicated earlier, the cost of the telemarketing effort was
covered in the first year of work.

Career
Expectations
and
Opportunities

Because the telemarketers were part-time employees or out
side contractors, this issue did not arise.

E xecutive S ummary—W ith
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This chapter contains summaries of most of the information
detailed in chapters 1-14. Whenever a clear pattern emerges,
it is pointed out. To enliven what might otherwise be a mere
consolidation of the fourteen case studies, we have included
the advice and suggestions of the participants.
Background
The Firms

Size. Of the firms profiled in the case studies, the smallest
had two partners and gross revenues of $600,000 and the
largest ranked among the largest in the world.
Areas of Practice. The salespeople were being used to sell
everything from traditional accounting services (auditing,
accounting, and taxation) to high-end consulting, with the
exception of litigation support. Some salespeople sold for all
partners and managers across the board, while others sup
ported a cluster of partners and managers who were focused
on serving the needs of a specific industry.
Geographic Location. The participants in the case study
came from cities all over the continental United States.
Nearly all of the firms were located within major metropoli
tan areas or in slightly smaller cities.
None of the participants felt that the size, type of prac
tice, or geographic location of a firm would have any bearing
on the firm’s success or failure with a sales professional.
Specialization. Although the participants felt that industry
or service specialization was not a prerequisite for hiring a
salesperson, several participants observed that the ability to
focus the salesperson’s (as well as the firm’s) selling efforts
on one or two niches often translated into greater results in
a shorter period of time. Here are two comments about
niches:
• “Never pick a niche in which you don't already have
clients. And even if you have a lot of billings in that
SIC code, always check to make sure the billings
come from clients, and from work, that you can
leverage in your proposals. If you're doing a whole
bunch of work for one enormous client who repre
sents just one subsegment of your target market, you
will not be able to make an effective appeal to
prospects."
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• “If you are a fairly small practice using telemarketers,
focus on finding prospects who are already fairly
sophisticated consumers of accounting services. In
other words, target prospects who, at the very least,
are already using a CPA and who have had a stable
relationship with one. You don’t want to have the
telemarketer targeting small mom-and-pop shops
who are used to working with a small business
bookkeeper and who, quite frankly, feel that their
accounting needs are being met. ”
Subjective Prerequisites. All the participants placed a heavy
emphasis on the following subjective prerequisites:
• The partners must be in agreement about the decision
to hire a sales professional:
“The number one prerequisite for the success of a
sales professional is partner consensus. ”
“The salesperson must have the support of the
partner group. ”
“Most important of all, you must have the part
ners’ support—and not every firm can supply
that. ”
“Partners must buy into, accept, and support the
use of a salesperson.”
• The partners should already understand how market
ing and sales work:
“Partners must understand marketing and sales,
as well as the differences between marketing
and selling. Otherwise, a firm might advertise
for a sales position and then hire someone with
a marketing background, or vice versa. This
just doesn’t work. ”
• The partners should believe that both marketing and
sales play a vital role in the growth of the firm:
“The partners m u s t. . . believe in marketing and
sales. One of the key elements in marketing
accounting firm s is that the core leaders of the
firm have to buy into the concepts of marketing
and selling. If they are just talking about mar
keting because it’s a fad, it [hiring a sales pro
fessional] isn’t going to work.”
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“The firm should have a well-established market
ing culture. The salesperson should not have to
work on getting the partners and managers to
accept the idea of going out on calls and trying
to sell and close.”
• The partners must be ready to adapt to having a sales
professional in the firm:
“Make sure the partners understand what’s
involved, because hiring a salesperson repre
sents a dramatic change in culture. ”
“You have to have a culture that is receptive to
this kind of selling. You can’t have people who
are turned off by it or think that it is less profes
sional. ”
“The people in the firm have to be open and
accepting. ”
“Partners must overcome the idea that selling is
not professional. ”
• The partners must be able to adapt to having a sales
person involved in the sales cycle. This includes, on
the one hand, relinquishing some elements of the sales
process to the salesperson and, on the other hand,
having to do more sales work than ever before.
“Partners and professional staff must recognize
that they will still have to participate in the
firm ’s selling efforts. Even though the salesper
son is there to develop leads for partners and
managers, it does not mean that they all get to
sit back in the office and do accounting work.
They are all expected—depending on their level
within the firm —to go out and sell. ”
“Partners must be prepared for a change in the
way they do business. This takes people who
will accept change because— believe me—it
means traumatic change for everyone. ”
“Can you change from an old way of doing busi
ness to a new one? Abandon the used-car sales
man model. . . . If you do this right, you will
actually look more professional. ”
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“Partners must be willing and able to follow up
on the leads generated by the salesperson and to
close the selling cycle that he or she has initiated
for them. ”
• The salesperson must have something to sell:
“The salesperson must have a good product or
service to sell. ”
“It is helpful if a firm focuses on a particular
industry or on a small group of industries.”
One study participant summed up all of these sentiments in
this remark:
“The partners must have time to help sell; they must
have sales ability; they must be ready, willing, and
able to take on new work; and the firm must have the
resources to service the work that is brought in. ”
The Salesperson

In the fourteen case studies, four types of professional back
ground emerged:
1. Bank loan officer. Thanks to their past experience as

bank loan officers, these salespeople had received
extensive sales training, with an emphasis on selling to
key decision makers and executives. Further, they had
become well versed in how to read a financial state
ment and they understood the role played by audits,
reviews, and compilations.
2. Consultant to, or employee in, an industry targeted
by the CPA firm. This background enabled the sales
person to “walk the walk, and talk the talk” of the
industry to which he or she was now selling. Expertise
in a particular industry, a knowledge of key players,
and an understanding of what makes a company in this
industry successful all come into play when these
salespeople work to bring in new clients.
3. Accountant or CPA. The benefits of this type of back
ground should be fairly obvious: an in-depth under
standing of accounting firm services, a good idea of
how to deal with partners and professional staff, and
an affinity for the “culture” of an accounting firm.
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4. Marketing director or administrator in a CPA firm.
Again, this kind of background enables the salesperson
to grasp accounting-firm services and to integrate him
self or herself into the firm’s culture.
Here’s what participants in the case study had to say
about the credentials and qualities one should look for in a
salesperson.
• Knowledge of the product and technical mastery:
“Hire a salesperson who knows and understands
what accountants do. The salesperson should
understand not only what an accounting firm
does but also what benefits those services deliv
er. In addition, the salesperson should speak the
language of finance and business. ”
“Consider hiring a salesperson with a strong
financial background. A salesperson who has
served as a controller or chieffinancial officer
would be ideal. ”
“Being a CPA should not be a requirement, but
being a CPA does offer many advantages. How
can you not be better at [selling] it? Being a CPA
is probably not important to the prospective
client, but it makes a big difference for the sales
person—they know what they are talking about,
they can set fees and quotes, and they under
stand the environment in which they work. ”
“At the very least, the salesperson must under
stand the products, strengths, and weaknesses
of the firm, as well as the market image of the
firm .”
“[The salesperson should] have the product
knowledge sufficient to correlate the prospect’s
needs and/or requirements to the firm ’s capabili
ties. ”
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On the other hand, some respondents said:
“Many business owners don’t have a financial
background. They usually come from sales and
marketing, or they are entrepreneurs. As a
result, it is not necessary for a salesperson to
have a complete technical mastery of account
ing. This is truly a relationship business, so it is
not necessary to be a CPA to sell CPA services
effectively. ”
“Academic credentials aren’t that important. A
degree is not crucial to the background of a pro
fessional salesperson. There are people who
have master’s degrees who probably could not
sell. . . . This is more of a people business. . . .
The attributes you need are inherent. ”
“You can hire just about anyone and train them,
as long as they are fresh. It’s not necessary to
have someone who already knows a lot about
accounting. ”
• Track record of demonstrated results:
“When interviewing candidates, look at the results
the salesperson has been able to produce. ”
“Check out the candidate’s credentials and refer
ences. Make sure he or she has demonstrated
success in previous environments. ”
“Hire someone with extensive sales experience,
particularly in selling large accounts and pro
fessional services. ”
• Political astuteness and the right personality:
“You have to be empathic. You have to be able to
put yourself in other people’s shoes. I call this an
outward focus. You also have to be able to han
dle rejection. ”
“The salesperson should be an extrovert—some
body who is comfortable talking with everyone,
from janitors to CEOs . . . someone who net
works inside the firm and, thus, can keep up
with its products and services. ”
“Find someone who is likable . . . someone you
would want out there representing your firm. ”
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“Your salespeople should know how to get along
with the partners and staff and follow the firm ’s
protocols. If they are cocky or brash, they w on’t
win a lot offavors from their co-workers. You
have to have the ability to blend in when you
need to, and blend out when you need to. ”
“I think personal chemistry is a more important
factor than previous sales work for a bank or a
related business. And I think it has been really
helpful for us to have had someone who has
some name recognition within the community. ”
“Look for someone with outstanding telephone
and general communication skills, someone who
interacts well with others, meets new people
easily, and is energetic and outgoing. This indi
vidual should also have outstanding follow-up
skills. ”
• Adaptability:
“Hire salespeople who can adapt to the climate of
a CPAfirm. Ideally, they should come from a sim
ilar industry (e.g., banking, law, or insurance). ”
“Find a salesperson who will buy into the culture
of the firm, because that’s what the salesperson
is selling. ”
“Hire a salesperson who can relate to your firm ’s
culture and services. When you work in a pro
fessional services organization, you’re selling a
real intangible. You need a salesperson who can
focus on building a relationship with the
prospective client. You need a salesperson who
can talk to people and make them feel at ease
. . . not threatened or on the defensive. ”
“Even though I [a salesperson] report to only one
person, I have ten different bosses, ten different
ways of developing proposals, ten different per
sonalities to deal with. It can be a challenge.
And sometimes the partner will not be selling in
the way the salesperson thinks is most effective.
So look for a salesperson who is willing to deal
with this kind of situation and who can be
diplomatic and tolerant of a variety of view
points and selling styles. ”
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• A strong work ethic:
“They should be self-starters, be entrepreneurial,
and make things happen on their own. More
than anything, find out how badly they want to
be successful. ”
“Persistence, organizational skills, enthusiasm,
and sound judgment. ”
“The salespeople should see themselves as entre
preneurs within the company, since they will
probably have to start up the firm ’s sales depart
ment or function. ”
• Industry or regional fame, as well as contacts in that
industry or region:
“The salesperson must have the ability to claim
fam e’ in a specific industry and/or functional
area. ”
“The salesperson should possess a large base of
business and social contacts before starting with
the firm, so that he or she can shorten the
amount of time before calling on viable
prospects. ”
“Find a person who has a lot of experience work
ing with the companies you will be targeting.
Ideally, this person should also be experienced
in dealing with the senior executives in those
companies. ”
• Patience and flexibility:
“The salesperson must possess infinite patience. ”
“The salesperson must be willing to take on new
kinds of work outside his or her original job
scope, if it is in the best interests of the firm .”
• The ability to train others:
“Hire someone who has the ability to train,
coach, and motivate partners. ”
How the
Salesperson
Was Recruited

In reviewing the case studies, four themes emerge:
1. The salesperson was previously known to the firm,
either internally (as an employee) or externally (as a
“player” in the local market).
2. The salesperson was recruited through headhunters.
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3. The salesperson was recruited through advertising in
local papers.
4. The salesperson was referred by a friend of the firm.
The
Salesperson’s
Responsibilities

According to these case studies, a salesperson’s responsibili
ties could be limited to the smallest portion of the selling
cycle (specifically, pure telemarketing with the objective of
setting up appointments between the prospect and a CPA)
or could extend to the complete selling cycle up to and
including liaison with the client after a closing, to ensure
that the client was satisfied with the services delivered.
However, the norm appeared to include the following:
1. Generating new leads through telemarketing

2. Scheduling appointments
3. Gathering intelligence about the prospect
4. Identifying the CPA who should go out on the sales
call
5. Playing a supporting role in the initial call on the
prospect
Reporting
Relationships

Most of the salespeople profiled in these case studies report
ed directly to the managing partner. In the case of larger
firms, some salespeople reported to an office managing part
ner, a partner in charge of an industry group, or a partner in
charge of marketing.
The direct line of reporting from the salesperson to the
managing partner (or the equivalent) was a dominant theme
in our case study and invoked a number of comments from
the participants about the role of the managing partner in
making the salesperson’s efforts successful. According to the
participants, the managing partner should—
• Champion the sales effort:
“The managing partner or office managing part
ner must champion the sales effort. If that per
son is weak or disinclined to sell, the project
will f a i l . . . guaranteed. ”
• Direct the salesperson’s efforts:
“The salesperson should report directly to the
firm's partner in charge of marketing or to the
managing partner.”
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‘'Carefully direct the salesperson’s efforts. If you
have a salesperson, don’t let him [or her] nur
ture referral sources that the other partners
already know. Instead, have your salesperson go
directly after prospective clients through sepa
rate channels, including cold-calling. If your
salesperson is doing the same thing as your
accountants, it doesn’t work. ”
“Provide guidance and narrow the salesperson’s
focus. It’s much easier if you concentrate the
salesperson’s efforts in certain areas or niches
and if you closely direct his or her efforts by
defining your target client. ”
“It is really important to monitor the salesper
son’s efforts and to temper their drive to bring in
as much new business as possible with your
desire to maintain high standards of quality and
to convey a professional image. ”
• Set volume standards, level-of-effort standards, or
both:
“Set some volume standards with respect to how
many cold calls and how many appointments
your salesperson should try to deliver. ”
• Monitor the telemarketer’s efforts:
“Always ask for feedback from the prospects
your telemarketer has contacted. Ask them what
it was like to deal with your people. ”
Benchmarks of
Performance

When evaluating the benchmarks of performance that were
employed by the CPA firms in these case studies, it is
important to remember the type of client (and the related
fees) that the salesperson was charged with developing. For
instance, a salesperson working for a one- or two-office firm
might target audit and accounting engagements with an
average fee of $10,000 to $20,000 per year. Therefore, a
realistic annual sales volume might be anywhere from
$100,000 to $200,000 per year. On the other hand, a sales
person working for the consulting division of a national firm
might end up selling projects with an average fee of $50,000
or more. This kind of salesperson might be expected to
bring in between $300,000 and $1 million per year.
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With that caveat in mind, here are some of the bench
marks that were cited in these case studies:
•

One appointment with a prospective client should take
place for every four hours of telemarketing time; 50
percent of all appointments should turn into new
clients; the total value of these new clients should
reach $500,000 per year.
• The dollar value of the new business brought in by the
salesperson should equal three times the cost of the
salesperson to the firm.
• Two meetings with prospective clients should occur
each week; $200,000 in new business should be gener
ated each year.
• Each year, $100,000 in new business should be gener
ated.
It generally takes a new salesperson about one to two years
to reach these kinds of levels. This stands to reason, since
most salespeople agree that on average, it takes about eigh
teen months to bring in a $10,000 auditing client.
Here is some advice from those who participated in the
case studies.
• Set realistic expectations and be patient:
“In year one, expect the salesperson to deliver
about 50 percent of his or her total cost. In year
two, expect the salesperson to produce about
100 percent of his or her total cost. By the third
year, the salesperson should produce two to
three times their cost to the firm. Of course, this
will vary with the local economy, the size of the
local market, and the size of the CPA firm. ”
“Be prepared to view this decision as a long-term
investment. You can’t expect things to happen
overnight. . . . It was close to two years before
we saw some positive financial impact for the
firm, and even then, it was a marginal impact. ”
“Be realistic about the dollar volume that the
salesperson or telemarketer can generate. To
measure the true value of a professional sales
effort, you should factor in the cost-savings
allowed when partners don’t have to spend time
doing their own sales or telemarketing. ”
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“Don’t expect miracles overnight. It takes time for
the salespeople to produce results. ”
“Don’t expect results overnight. Have patience.
Expect a long lead time. ”
“Don’t worry about how the community will view
your decision. All businesses are faced with the
same marketing problems as we are. It’s not
strange or unusual for them to have someone
call on them and ask to do business with them. I
really think that CPA firm s have to get over the
stereotype . . . the fear that they are violating
some code of behavior. . . . That’s just not the
case at all. ”
• Establish the infrastructure needed to support the
salesperson’s efforts:
“We’ve got very sophisticated systems in place to
support the sales effort. This includes advanced
contact management software and a variety of
data bases. We also do a lot of work to coordi
nate the efforts of a variety of people, and we
rely heavily on our marketing professionals for
support. This is not something that is put into
place overnight. It takes time, effort, and
patience. You have to realize that you are get
ting into a whole new type of business. ”
• Don’t expect to see much of the salesperson:
“If a salesperson is sitting in the office every day,
that salesperson is not doing his or her job.
Don’t try to judge a salesperson by how often he
or she arrives at work on time. The only way to
determine how well a salesperson is doing is to
measure the dollars he or she is bringing into
your firm. ”
• Separate marketing and sales:
“Keep the sales and marketing functions sepa
rate—don’t try to hire one person to fulfill both
of these functions. ”
“Some firms are too small to support a full-time
salesperson, so they may try to have a profession
al who executes both the firm ’s marketing and
sales functions. This is probably a mistake, since
there are few individuals who would excel in both
areas. Instead, work to hire the best in each field. ”
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• Make sure the contract is ironclad:
“If you are employing an outside telemarketer,
make sure your contract defines what you will
reward and what you will not. Make sure the
terms serve your interests, not those of the tele
marketer. ”
C ompensation

Nearly all the firms participating in this study reported that
their salespeople derived all or at least a significant portion
of their earnings from the base salary. Base salaries ranged
from a low of $30,000 to an estimated high of $75,000.
Nearly all of these salespeople also received some sort of
commission based on the volume of new business brought
into the firm. Those who did not have a commission system
received annual salary adjustments based, in part, on the
volume of the previous year’s new billings attributable to
their efforts. In general, the salespeople received a total
compensation package ranging from an estimated $40,000
to well in excess of $100,000.
Here’s a summary of the compensation systems detailed
in the case studies:
• Salary
• Salary plus profit sharing
• Salary plus commission based on the following:
— All new business, or, on all new business above
three times the base salary
— 5-10 percent of the fees for nonrecurring work,
and 10-30 percent of the fees for recurring work
— The actual fees collected or the value of proposal
— The first year’s billings or the first and second
years’ billings

Break-Even
Analysis

By and large, the firms profiled in this study reported that
they felt the salesperson had reached “break-even” when he
or she had delivered new business valued at between one
and three times his or her compensation.
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With a few exceptions, most of the salespeople profiled in
this study did not express a great deal of interest in being
able to advance to shareholder status. They expressed a
greater interest in having the opportunity to reach or
exceed their current earnings levels and to receive adequate
logistical and moral support from the firm’s partners in
order to do their jobs.
The managing partners and other CPAs profiled in this
study had generally not given this issue too much thought,
but they felt that they would consider the option, should the
salesperson perform exceptionally well and desire the
opportunity for advancement.
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S urvey of F irms
(Total Number of Firms Responding = 33)

Region of
C ountry W here
F irm H as Its
H eadquarters

No.

Northeast
Midwest
South
West

No.

T ype of F irm

Local
Regional
National

T otal N umber
of P ersonnel
in F irm

3
13
5
12

20
12
1

No.

4-10
22-36
40-54
80-90
150-190
300
500-600
850
2,400
No response

8
6
3
2
6
2
3
1
1
1

%
9
39
15
36

%
61
36
3

%
24
18
9
6
18
6
9
3
3
3
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D oes the F irm
H ave a—

Does the F irm
Currently Employ
an O utside
T elemarketing
Service?

D oes the F irm
C urrently H ave
an In -H ouse
Sales and/ or
T elemarketing
Staff?
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Marketing Director?
Yes
No
Marketing Coordinator?
Yes
No
Partner in Charge of Marketing?
Yes
No
No response
Salesperson?
Yes
No
No response

Yes
No

Yes
No

No.

%

17
16

52
48

13
20

39
61

18
14
1

56
42
3

16
15
2

49
45
6

No.

%

7
26

21
79

No.

%

28
5

85
15
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S urvey of In -H ouse Sales
T elemarketing Staff
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and

(Total Number of Salespersons Responding = 39)

A spects of
S elling Cycle
and O ther
A reas of N ew
Business
G eneration
You A re
I nvolved in1

T ypes of
S ervices Sold 1

F or W hom D o
You S ell?

19

%
49

27
20
18
31
23
24
23
27
17
7
11
23
5

69
51
46
79
59
62
59
69
44
18
28
59
13

No.

%
82
85
77
54
44
41
18

No.

Identifying prospects through research
Identifying prospects through
marketing tactics
Prescreening
Telemarketing and appointment scheduling
Initial meeting
Proposal writing
Proposal presentation
Closing
Follow-up
Lead management
Oversight of partner efforts
Sales staff training or coaching
Marketing
Other

Accounting and auditing
Tax
Management consulting services
Computer/MIS
Litigation
Industry-specific
Other

32
33
30
21
17
16
7

No.

The firm
A practice group
Preselected partners
Other

1Respondents were asked to check all that apply.

33
2
2
2

%
85
5
5
5
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Average
N umber of
Appointments
G enerated
E ach W eek

Average N umber
of Initial
M eetings
Attended E ach
W eek

D oes the F irm
Use a S oftware
T racking
System?

Factors
I ncluded in
T otal Annual
C ompensation1

D oes F irm Cap
Your A nnual
C ompensation?

No.

None
1-3
5-7
10-15
17-20
No response

2
18
7
4
3
5

No.

None
1-3
4-5
9-12
Not applicable
No response

5
18
4
4
1
7

No.

Yes
No
No response

15
19
5

No.

Salary
Commission
Bonus
Perks
Benefits
Other

36
14
13
11
17
2

No.

Yes2
No
Not applicable
No response

1Respondents were asked to check all that apply.
2The caps given by two respondents were $19,900 and $39,000.

2
29
1
7

%
5
46
18
10
8
13

%
13
46
10
10
3
18

%
38
49
13

%
92
36
33
28
44
5

%
5
74
3
18
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D oes
C ommission
N eed to C over
Salary and
E xpenses F irst?

P ercentage of
T otal
C ompensation
T hat C ommission
R epresents

Factors on
W hich C urrent
C ommission I s
Based3

T o W hom D o
You Report
D irectly?

How W ere You
Recruited to
C urrent F irm?

Yes
No

Number of
Responses
12

Range of Answers
5-60%

No.

%

0
14

0
100

Median
42%

Mean
38%

No.

Appointments
Billings
Proposal value
Collections
Other

5
3
2
8
2

No.

Managing partner
Partner in charge of marketing
Marketing director
Other

24
4
5
6

No.

Headhunter
Advertisement
Referral
Promoted from within firm
Other
No response

3Respondents were asked to check all that apply.

3
11
7
4
7
7

%
36
21
14
57
14

%
62
10
13
15

%
8
28
18
10
18
18
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Length of T ime
W ith C urrent
F irm

A cademic
D egrees E arned

Under 1 year
1- 2 years
2- 3 years
3- 4 years
4- 5 years
5- 6 years
6- 7 years
7- 8 years
8 or more years
No response
(The median was 3.8 years.)

Baccalaureate degree
Master’s degree
Doctorate degree (other than J.D.)
L.L.B./J.D.
None/not applicable
No response

A re You a CPA?

O rientation or
T raining
P rovided by
F irm W hen You
F irst J oined4

%

7
4
7
2
3
3
2
2
5
4

18
10
18
5
8
8
5
5
13
10

No.

%
59
15
0
0
8
18

23
6
0
0
3
7

No.

Yes
No
No response

P rior Sales
Experience
B efore J oining
C urrent F irm

No.

9
28
2

No.

Yes
No
No response

26
9
4

No.

Introduction to accounting
Orientation to the firm
Sales training
No orientation or training
Other

4Respondents were asked to check all that apply.

8
26
7
6
5

%
23
72
5

%
67
23
10

%
21
67
18
15
13
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A ge at Last
Birthday

Under 26
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
Over 65
No response
(The median was 41.5 years.)

No.
23
12
4

S ex

Male
Female
No response

D ollar Value of
N ew Business
You Brought in
for Your F irm
D uring Last
T hree F iscal
Years

Respondent No.
1

2

3
4

5

6

No.
1
13
9
6
4
1
5

Fiscal Year
1994
1993
1992
1994
1993
1992
1994
1993
1992
1991
1993
1992
1991

%
3
33
23
15
10
3
13

%
59
31
10

Dollar Value of
New Business
$ 75,000
50,000
25,000
$ 25,000
40,500
57,000
$ 90,000
$ 70,000
50,000
100,000
$ 200,000
140,000
100,000
(“Average is about
$100,000 a year.”)
(continued)
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Respondent No.
7

8
9
10
11

12

13

14
15

16
17

18

19
20

21

22

Fiscal Year
1994
1993
1992
1994 year-to-date
1993
“2 years”
1994
1993
1992
1994
1993
1992
1994
1993
1992
1994
1994
1993
1992
1994
1994
1993
1992
1994
1993
1992
1994
1993
1994
1992
1991

Dollar Value of
New Business
g 25,000
25,000
25,000
g 25,970
$300,000
$ 140,000
$ 100,000
N/A
N/A
$250,000
400,000
250,000
$ 50,600
50,000
50,000
$ 2,200
g 100,000
100,000
100,000
$ 20,000
$ 850,0005
875,0005
350,0005
$300,000
250,000
200,000
$ 270,000
150,000
$ 47,500
20,000
34,000

1994

$ 200,000

1993
1992
1994
1993

180,000
150,000
$300,000
98,000

5The respondent noted that these figures were “in my role as salesperson and are not the value of
other salespeople’s results.”
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To order AICPA Management of an Accounting Practice (MAP) Committee publi
cations, call the AICPA Order Department at (800) 862-4272 or (201) 938-3000
(outside the United States).
MAP Handbook, a comprehensive one thousand-page, three-volume loose-leaf
reference service on practice management, is updated annually. It includes more
than two hundred forms, sample letters, checklists, and worksheets, all easy to
reproduce or adapt for your practice needs. It provides detailed financial data and
policy information, for firms of various sizes, that enable you to compare your
performance with that of comparable firms. Topics covered include developing an
accounting practice, administration, personnel, partnerships, and management
data. (Product No. 090407.)
MAP Selected Readings, a companion book to the MAP Handbook, is a readers’
digest of over five hundred pages of articles on successful practice management,
specially compiled from leading professional journals. The articles contain numer
ous profit-making ideas for your practice. A new edition is published annually.
On Your Own! How to Start Your Own CPA Firm provides nuts-and-bolts advice
on how to start a CPA firm. It contains a wealth of hands-on information on oper
ating profitability, and is useful to both new and established firms as well as to
prospective firm owners. (Product No. 012641.)
Organizational Documents: A Guide for Partnerships and Professional
Corporations is a guide to drafting a partnership agreement and corporate
documents. The book includes a sample partnership agreement with more than
one hundred provisions and a step-by-step approach to incorporating. Book:
(No. 012640); WordPerfect disk (No. 090091); book and WordPerfect disk set.
(No. 090096.)
Management Series booklets cover the issues you and your clients are dealing
with now. Designed to help solve management problems, the series includes
Management of Working Capital (No. 090060), Financing Your Business (No.
099061), Making the Most of Marketing (No. 090063), Managing Business Risk
(No. 090062), International Business (No. 090064), and Human Resources. (No.
090065.)
Practice Continuation Agreements: A Practice Survival Kit explains how you can
preserve the value of your practice in the event of death or disability. A practice
continuation agreement can prevent the value of your practice from dissipating,
provide financial and emotional benefits to your family, and help fulfill your pro
fessional responsibility to your clients. (Product No. 090210.)
Managing the Malpractice Maze offers firms specific techniques for lowering their
risk of liability. It id entifies c rite ria for ev alu atin g a firm ’s existing defensive p ra c 

tice program and shows how to develop such a system if one is not in place. The
book also features a ten-step plan to follow when a claim is brought and discusses
such vital management issues as practicing without insurance, documenting
engagements, selecting an attorney, and implementing a quality control system.
(Product No. 090380.)
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Winning Proposals: A Step-by-Step Guide to the Proposal Process takes you
through every step of the proposal process from its preliminary measures to con
ducting a postmortem following the prospective client’s decision. Detailed chap
ters explain how and where to conduct research, what to look for during on-site
visits, how to map out a strategy that distinguishes your firm from competitors,
how to identify the appropriate composition of the proposed document, and how
to ensure your sales presentations work. (Product No. 090390.)
Managing by the Numbers: Monitoring Your Firm’s Profitability assists you in
your efforts to improve your firm’s long-term financial performance. It helps you
identify immediate opportunities within your firm and provides you with a
dynamic tool to manage your practice better on a regular basis. The book
instructs you step-by-step how to examine the numbers behind the numbers and
uncover situations that may not be obvious in conventional financial statements.
(Product No. 090220.)
Seasonality: Practitioners’ Suggestions for Managing Work Load Compression is
a summary of creative approaches that address this profession-wide problem. The
suggestions come from the responses of over one hundred managing partners to a
MAP Committee survey on seasonality, as well as tips gleaned from AICPA MAP
conferences and professional publications. Seasonality is an impressive compila
tion of initiatives used by firms to increase profits and improve the quality of life
for owners and staff. (Product No. 090400.)
Strategic Planning: A Step-by-Step Guide to Building a Successful Practice pro
vides a detailed approach to the design and implementation of a strategic plan.
The process can be applied by both small and large firms. It not only will produce
action plans and a documented strategic plan, but also create the synergy, focus,
and commitment that enables firms to maximize opportunities for growth and
profits. (Product No. 090402.)
WordPerfect® in One Hour for Accountants is a crash course in the most
popular word processing and document storage software package used by accoun
tants. It is designed for the busy practitioner who wants to get up to speed in
WordPerfect basics without slogging through a complicated user manual. In four
easy lessons, you will learn the basic steps for getting a simple job done using
WordPerfect. The four lessons average about 15 minutes each. That’s your
WordPerfect in one hour! (Product No. 090085.)
WordPerfect® Shortcuts for Accountants: Merge and Macros in One Hour is the
n e x t step in m aste rin g W ordP erfect fu n ctio n s. In four easy lessons designed to

take no more than 15 minutes each, you’ll soon learn how to automate a multi
tude of functions by taking advantage of WordPerfect’s macro and merge features.
(Product No. 090086.)
The Marketing Advantage: How to Get and Keep the Clients You Want is your
one-stop reference on how to market a CPA firm. This book contains comprehen
sive, practical advice for CPAs and marketing professionals from CPAs and mar
keting professionals. Over two dozen managing partners, marketing directors, and
consultants contributed to the book. (Product No. 090404.)
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Advisory Comments for Growth and Profitability: A Guide for Accountants and
Consultants shows you how to identify client problems; develop client-specific
recommendations; determine and overcome political obstacles that may cause a
client to reject helpful recommendations; prepare an effective management advi
sory letter that includes clear, concise, and readable advisory comments; and fol
low up on cross-selling opportunities. (Product No. 090408.)
Management Review Guide: A Do-It-Yourself Practice Analysis shows you and
your partners how to spot practice management problems and team up to
improve your firm’s management practices. This publication is an interactive tool
structured around a unique, fast-paced question-and-answer format. Book: (No.
090410); WordPerfect disk: (No. 090419).
CPAs That Sell: A Complete Guide to Promoting Your Professional Services
demonstrates step-by-step how you can break down barriers and build a success
ful sales approach that you will be comfortable with. If you’ve been searching for a
guide on how to identify prospects and turn them into clients, you’ll want to read
this book. (Product No. 090420.)
The Quick and Easy Guide to Delegation: Key to Profitability and Growth shows
you not only how to delegate effectively but also how to encourage delegation in
your firm. The benefits of delegation include high profits from allocating assets to
their highest and most cost-effective use, increased growth from leveraging, and
improved employees’ skills and morale from training and empowerment. (Product
No. 090414.)
The MAP Roundtable Discussion Manual contains guidelines for organizing a
MAP roundtable discussion group. Such a group can help firms find practical solu
tions to common problems through regular meetings and information exchange.
The guidelines include sample correspondence, forms for administering a round
table, and nearly forty suggested discussion outlines on topical management
issues. To order, call (201) 938-3583.

About the A uthor

Colette Nassutti works with the owner groups of accounting, law, and other
professional service organizations who are dedicated to growth through quality
client service.
With over ten years experience consulting to professional service organiza
tions, Ms. Nassutti has worked with start-up practices, as well as local and regional
firms. Recent projects include launching a law firm targeting global technology
companies, installing a sales training and coaching program in a regional CPA
firm, and helping a large commercial real estate appraisal company to define its
unique selling proposition. Other consulting engagements include developing busi
ness and marketing plans, marketing audits, niche assessment and development,
client and prospect communications, and client and prospect development.
Colette Nassutti is an active contributor to the emerging field of marketing
professional services. The editor of The Marketing Advantage: How to Get and
Keep the Clients You Want, a comprehensive marketing guide for accountants,
and A Marketing Moment with Troy Waugh, she is a regular contributor to
Outlook magazine as well as the Journal of Accountancy, CPA Marketing Report,
and CPA Managing Partner Report.
Ms. Nassutti is a member of the California Society of CPAs’ statewide market
ing committee and is a regular speaker before various Society chapter manage
ment of an accounting practice (MAP) and marketing committees. She is also a
co-founder of the Association for Accounting Marketing and served on that organi
zation’s first board of directors.
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